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Shaken, not stirred 
Local bartending school open to JMU students 
BYAIMIEHUYNH 
(MkAminf writ* 
Gary Roach started bartending at the age of 21 when he 
was looking for a job to support his snovvhoarding hobby. After 
working at a bartending school in Arlington. Va., he decided he 
wanted to open a school of his own. 
He chose I larrisonburg and opened J iggers Bartending School. 
W In his effort to teach students the ins and outs of the bartending 
teaflBj r   business, he commutes Saturday tlirough Monday from Front Royal to 
^^r     Harrisonburg to leach students not only how to make drinks, but to serve 
alcohol responsibly. 
__^«p They need to know how to recognize take II K and know when to stop 
^J   serving alcohol [to customers]," he said. 
As bartender; must remember other rules and regiuatkHis. Koach teaches the 
^^       class how to mix drinks by usinga variety of techniques, such as creating acronyms 
to remember ingredients. 
"I teach them the foundation and history of bartending so that they're more 
versatile," he said. 
The drinks used for teadung contain no actual liquor and are made from mixtures 
of fixxi coloring, water or latex paint. T he sour mix used is actually a concoction made 
of latex paint, yellow food coloring and soap, to make it look frothy. 
Most of his students are college students, with over 50 percent from JMU. He 
recently signed a contract with Blue Ridge Community College to offer a noncredit class, 
called Mixology and Bartending 101. through its workforce training center. 
Barret Diehl, a senior from Mary Baldwin College, said that she was interested in a 
job as a bartender. 
"My dad actually found out about Jiggers and told me 1 should take it."" she said. 
Her faTOrite drink to make is the Stoplight, which consists of three different drinks: 
melonbail, kamikaze and royal flush to portray the colors of a traffic light. 
Roach helps students looking for bartending jobs as much as he can, although job 
placement is not guaranteed. He sakl that students looking for work wen- relatively 
successful this past year. 
In cities, restaurants, bars and dubs often look for more experienced bartenders, 
making it diflicult for students who haw only taken classes, .so he kxjks for jobs in 
seasonal tourist spots like beaches or resorts, where exix'rienee isn't as important. 
Tiffany Updike, a senior from Mary Bakl win College, is enjoying the class thus 
tar. 
"It's just a lot of fun." she said. 
Contest sponsored to 
promote green efforts 
BY CASSIE PO TUR 
(attributing wriltr 
The National Wildlife Federation and the National Association for Campus Amities 
are sponsoring their second annual "Chill Out: Campus Solutions to Global Wanning" 
competition, created to recognize efforts to solve global wanning on campuses all over the 
country. 
The NWF is looking for prefects that address the topics of clean energy, energy efficiency, 
transportation, habitat restoration and waste reduction. Contestants can enter by submitting 
a 500-word essay or an original thre^minute video as there are separate winners in each 
category. Videos must be uploaded to YouTube, where the winners will be chosen by NWF 
based on the number of views and votes each video gets. 
NWFs Campus Ecology program started tlie competition last fall because of the 
negati\ity surrounding global warming in the media. 
"In the media there is so much regarding the consequences of global warming and the 
gloom and doom of it." said NWF' campus ecology associate Jen Foumelle. "There's nothing 
about the solutions." 
By starting the competition. NWFs Campus Ecology program aims to show that most of 
the solutions to gk>bal warming could be impk-mentcd locally. 
"Campuses are the perfect place tor solutions to occur." Foumelle said. "Not only do 
they teach future generations, but [they] haw so much technology and research and are like 
small cities in infrastnicture." 
Sophomore Ashley Palmateer said SIH' feels th.it although students are aware of gk>ba! 
warming, they are hesitant to take action. 
"Our campus needs to become more aware of these issues," Palmateer said. "We hand 
out 'errvironrnentalry friendly' flyers on pieces of paper that get thrown right in the trash." 
Sophomore Scott Klepacz agreed. 
"It seems like we're wasting so much." he said. "Every day I see us watering our 
roads." 
The winners will receive grant money to be used toward gk>bal warming projects, free 
membership with Campus Ecology, and a feature in NWF*S nationwide "Chill Out: Campus 
Solutions to Global Warming" broadcast in April. The broadcast, a Web cast streaming 
lugh-quality video, will feature the winning schools, discussions on global warming and 
the winning YouTube videos. lAst year approximately 5.000 people tuned in to view the 
broadcast live. 
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Die partnership bedmn JMU and Roriunghom Memorial Hospital is aimed ol dealing on organic larm on 10 acres of RMH's property 
JMU grad makes plans for all-organic community farm 
BY ASHLEY SIEGIE 
lonintwrmg writ* 
Plans for constructing an all-organic, 
environmental friendly farm are 
currently underway between 
JMU and Kockingham Memorial 
Hospital. 
The project aims at creating a 
partnership between the university 
and RMH by developing a Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design certified farm on ten acres of 
the hospital's property. The LEEI) certification system 
is used nationwide for the construction and operation 
of high performance green buildings. 
The proposals for constructing a community- 
supported organic farm were created by Baal 
Schermerhorn. a 2006 graduate of JMU. Trie 
geographic science major initially found out about 
the farm as result of her GEOG/ISAT 429 class taught 
by Wayne Teel. The class, Sustainahility: Ecological 
Perspectives, focuses on giving students a bMk 
understanding of environmental productiviu ami 
ecosystem health. 
At the same time, graduate student Seth Friedman 
of the University of Montana was at JMU talking about 
his own experiences establishing community farm 
operations in Missoula. 
"I got a group of students, including Beth, to 
investigate JMU and the possibility of putting up 
a [Community Supported Agriculture] farm on the 
hospital's land." Teel said. "Nine students took up 
the challenge and wrote a preliminary study..it was 
doable, we had enough support, and so we started the 
process." 
Geology and ISAT students are not the only 
individuals helping to develop the farm, which would 
be located at the junction of Port Republic Koad and 
Reservoir Street. Business, public relations, art and 
social work majors are teaming up with Schermerhorn 
in hopes of making the farm a reality. 
"Right now there are 27 students involved." 
Schermerhorn said. "The business department wrote 
us a business plan, communication studies is writing a 
PR. plan and the art department designed the green 
building which would be used for storage." 
The farm is projected to cost opproxim.ileb 
$100,000 to start, which would include the building, 
tools, an on-site produce stand and a green house. 
Emily Collins, a senior social work major, is in the 
process of creating a grant proposal and approaching 
local corporations like Cargill and Tyson to raoata 
local funding. Besides receiving official words of 
approval from RMH and JMU, finding the grants i<> 
support the project is one of the final steps before the 
farm can be built. 
Public relations guru addresses future of profession 
lYsrmHBunin 
(ontnbuting writer 
0U.G tWJMAm***m pU^r-npk* 
Few people can boast of taking a company from 
nuking $100,000 a year to bringing in $300 million. 
Harold Burson can. 
Burson. founder and CEO of Burson-Marsteller. 
the largest public relations agency in the world, 
visited JMU to discuss future concerns of the 
profession. 
Numerous achievements were listed in Burson's 
introduction such as receiving the Public Relations 
BoOrtorh of America Gold Anvil Award in 1980, 
receiving the Alexander Hamilton Medal from the 
Institute of Public Relations in 1990 and being 
named Public Relations Professional of the Year by 
Public Relations News in 1977 and 1989. 
Burson told two stories he said best exemplifies 
the use of public relations. 
The first story involved Ins alma mater, the 
University of Mississippi. The chancellor of the 
campus decided to remove the Confederate flags 
from the football stadium, a long-standing tradition 
of the team. Burson visited the university to consult 
with students and professors for three days and 
determined that the general consensus was tti.it 
everyone agreed that it was time for the flags to go. 
Burson also visited the football coach to discuss 
the flags and discovered that the tlags discouraged a 
significant number of black students from playing at 
Mississippi. Burson decided that the football 1 o.u h 
would IM- the most efficient means of getting rid of 
the flags. 
The coach was instructed by Burson to set up a 
press conference two weeks before the end of the 
season and announced that the flags would no longer 
ba acceptable at games. The game following the 
press conference resulted in a 75 percent reduction 
in the number of flags and by the following game all 
of the (lags were gone 
Burson described the situation as the greatest 
change in public opinion he had ever seen. He said 
that it was a dramatic example of changing very 
fixed ideas. 
His second story involved the Economi< Clubot 
New York when Burson was asked to find a suitable 
speaker for the club's Centennial Pinner. 
The Civil Rights Hill and the women's rights 
movement had generated the greatest impact on 
the way society operates today. Burson s proposed 
speaker was Secretary of State OoodOaWBI Rice. 
While the process ol getting the secretary to 
speak was strenuous, Unison wanted to show how in 
public relations alternate plans and improvisation is 
sometimes necessary. 
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POLICE LOG 
BY KEU¥ CONHIFF/iop, ed>t« 
Underage possession 
A JMU student and a non student were charged with underage 
possession of aleohol at Greek Row on Oct. 13 at 1:03 a.m.. 
A non student was charged with underage possession of alcohol 
at the R-5 Lot on Oct. 13 at 1:29 a.m.. 
A JMU student was charged with underage possession of alco- 
hol at White Hall on Oct. 13 at 2:23 a.m.. 
A JMU student wai obliged ^ith underage possession of alco- 
hol at the E-i Lot on Oct. 14 at 12:48 a.m.. 
A non studnet was charged with underage possession of alcohol 
,it the A-i Lot on Oct 14 at 3:20 a.m.. 
Drunk in public 
A non student was charged with drunk in public at Kockingham 
Hall on Oct. 14 at 8:10 a.m.. 
Drunk in public and disorderly conduct 
A non Student was charged with drunk in public and disorderly 
conduct at the Warren bus stop on Oct. 17 at 4:26 p.m.. 
Drunk in public and alcohol violation 
A JMU student was charged with drunk in public and an alcohol 
violation in the P-Lot on Oct. 13 at 12:03 a.m.. 
Drunk in public ond underage possession 
JMU students were charged with drunk in public and underage 
ponenlOB 'I alcohol it (ireek Row on Oct. 13 at 1:53 a.m.. 
Underage possession and alcohol violation 
JMU students were charged with underage possession of alco- 
hol and an alcohol violation on University Boulevard on Oct. 14 
at 2:43 a.m.. 
A JMU student was charg41 with underage possession of al- 
cohol and an alcohol violation at Eagle Hall on Oct. 14 at 3:27 
a.m.. 
Drunk in public and underage possession and alcohol violation 
A JMU student was charged with drunk in public, underage 
possession of alcohol and an alcohol violation at Frederikson 
Hall on Oct. 12 at 12:51 a.m.. 
A JMU student was charged with drunk in public, underage 
possession of alcohol and an alcohol violation at Ikenberry Hall 
on Oct. 14 at 1:45 a.m.. 
A JMU student was charged with drunk in public, underage 
possession of alcohol and an alcohol ivolation at Sonner Hall 
on Oct. 14 at 2:31 a.m.. 
Larceny 
A JMU student reported the theft of a commuter parking decal 
from a vehicle in C-4 Lot at an unknown date and time. 
A JMU student reported the theft of a front license plate from a 
vehicle at an unknown date and time. 
A JMU student student reported the theft of a JMU commuter 
parking decal from a vehicle in theC-11 Lot at an unknown date 
and time. 
A JMU student reported the theft of a commuter parking decal 
from a vehibcle in the Warsaw Parking Deck between noon on 
Oct. 5 and 2:30 p.m. on Oct. 8. 
A JMU student reported the theft of a JMU resident parking de- 
cal from a vehicle in the R-11 l-ot at an unknown date and time. 
A JMU student reported the theft of a JAC Card left unattended 
on a table at Gibbons Hall on Oct. 5 at 6:00 p.m.. 
A JMU employee reported the theft of a parking hang tag from 
a vehicle at the Grace Street Modular at an unknown date and 
time. 
Possession of Marijuana 
Two non students were charged with possession of marijuana at 
Bridgeforth Stadium on Oct. 10 at 1:30 a.m.. 
A JMU student was charged with possession of marijuana at 
Dingledine Hall on Oct. 22 at 10:30 p.m.. 
Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 27: 32 
1. Become a better writer. 
2. Get to know JMU inside and out. 
3. Build up your resume. 
4. See your name in print. 
5. Impress your friends. 
Write for The Breeze. 
You won't regret it. 
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Mr and Ms Madison (center, seniors Chris Ellis and Shannon Tho(hor) slond with President lose (for right) ond his wife, Judith, (lor left) ot Saturday's homecoming game during a holftime presentation 
■   .'• '•'    i.'. Kl. 
Mr. and Ms. Madison honored 
BY KATIE TNISDEU 
i»H wriHr 
The nominees, 
decked out in their 
most spirited pur- 
ple and gold at- 
tire, stood on the 
sidelines as the 
Marching Royal 
Dukes finished their performance 
during halftone at Saturday's 
Homecoming Game, awaiting the 
announcement of this year's Mr 
■ad Ms. Madison. The announcer 
called each finalist's name before 
declaring the winner 
Friends and roommates Chris 
Kllis and Shannon Thacher were 
speechless as they walked onto 
the field to receive their sash- 
es and plaques between cam- 
era flashes and cheering in the 
stands. 
"I'm just 'really happy," 
Thacher said. "Since you don't 
campaign or anything for this ti- 
tle, that really makes it worth it." 
Kllis added, "I don't think 
that this is necessarily something 
you want and try to get. It's more 
of an honor than anything else." 
Over 500 students voted on 
the commons Thursday for the 
senior they felt best represented 
thf uiiivrniity. Organizations on 
campus nominated members to 
apply for the award. From there 
the nominees completed an ap- 
plication and an interview. The 
eight finalists   were chosen by 
the Mr. and Ms. Madison com- 
mittee. 
Undsay Dowd, chair of the 
Mr. and Ms. Madison committee, 
described the significance of the 
Mr. and Ms. Madison title. 
They embody what JMU 
means," Dowd said. "They are 
involved in numerous organi- 
zations, do community service 
and are usually pretty visible and 
known on campus." 
Both winners have utmfot 
lists of organizations they belong 
to. Kllis was the student orienta- 
tion coordinator this year, and 
has been a first year orientation 
guide (FROG) and orientation 
program assistant (OPA). 
He also works with SafeRides 
and is a new brother in Sigma Phi 
Kpsilon. Kllis is a Business Man- 
agement major with a Music mi- 
nor and was nominated for Mr. 
Madison by Alpha Kappa Psi, the 
professional business fraternity. 
Thacher was also involved 
with orientation as a FROG and 
OPA. She is a Student Ambassa- 
dor and works with Big Brothers 
LUg sislers. Her sorority. Tri Del- 
ta, nominated her for Ms. Mad- 
ison. 
"1 like to get involved for the 
personal challenge and to step 
outside of what I'm comfort- 
able with," Thacher said. "It \m 
changed me for the better and 
tested me loo." 
Ilhs was initially placed on 
the waitlist for JMU admission. 
"After I got in, that real- 
ly motivated me to prove that I 
belonged here," Kllis said. "But 
I never thought I'd have such a 
visible role here. " 
1-'His.ilsobelieves that the ma- 
jority of learning in college hap- 
pens outside of the classroom. 
"Being involved pushes you 
to be a better student and per- 
son in general, especially when 
it's something you're passionate 
about," Kllis said. "It also leads to 
personal growth." 
Thacher agreed. 
"It's easy just to be comfort- 
able, but it's great to get involved 
and look into new things that you 
haven't done before that can im- 
pact your life," she said. "There 
are so many opportunities and 
things to do here, and that's what 
makes JMU." 
Thacher said her life changed 
when she went on an Alternative 
Spring Break to Nashville last 
spring.  After working with 
Simi.tli.iii    refugees,    she 
learned the importance of 
taking action and facing 
challenges. 
This definitely en- 
couraged me to go into    I 
education,"       Thacher     I 
said. 
She  is an interdis-    > 
ciplinary liberal studies 
major with a minor in el- 
ementary education. Next 
vear she plans to finish her 
graduate degree at JMU and 
teach. 
Kllis said that his involve- 
ment has also changed his life. 
"I am a completely different 
person now than I was in high 
school," he said. "The onenta 
tion program has been a turning 
point in my life to make me who 
I am now. I owe a lot to it." 
Both Thacher and Kllis still 
have time for personal activities 
despite their extensive invoke 
ment. Thacher enjoys baking and 
singing, while Kllis likes reading 
and hanging out with his friends 
at the Earth & Tea Cafe 
With their new recognition, 
they may have even less time as 
they become figureheads for the 
school. 
"Well just go with it this 
year," Thacher said. 
"Being involved 
you to be a    ^ 
better student and 
person in general..." 
r jr. 
Kl*« 
Painting the 'Burg purple 
Student Duke Club hosts decorating contest for Homecoming 
BY ASHT0N SMITH 
contributing writtr 
Every JMU home football 
game, fans paint their faces and 
deck themselves out in pur- 
ple and gold. The Student Duke 
(Inh took its school spirit even 
further. 
"Paint Harrisonburg Purple" 
is a new contest the SDC creat- 
ed to let students go all out dec- 
orating their dorm rooms, apart- 
ments or houses for the Home- 
coming game against the Rich- 
mond Spiders. 
The winners of Paint Harri- 
sonburg Purple were seniors Sa- 
sha Cabell, Teresa (iarbec and 
Jessie Bannai 
"We created a scene with the 
Duke Dog and the Football team 
"exterminating" the spiders on 
our living room wall." Cabell 
said. "It took us between 4 and 
5 hours, but we had a lot of fun 
getting into the Homecoming 
spirit while we worked." 
Since it was the last Home- 
coming for the roommates, they 
decided to mix up their usual 
routine. 
"We thought ifd be awesome 
to experience our last 1 lomccom- 
ing Game at JMU from the side- 
line," Cabell sa"id. 
Senior Samantha Floyd 
placed third. 
"We decorated our balcony 
with purple Christmas lights." 
she said. "We wrapped them 
around the banister and we also 
used them to create a web. We 
put a spider inside the spider 
web, along with smaller spiders 
across the top of the porch. We 
then put a banner across the front 
of the balcony that said 'squash 
those spiders' and there Is also a 
life size duke dog standing on a 
spider holding a football." 
Flovd   said  the   decorations 
yj      i   / 
took up to four days to complete. 
partly due to rain. 
"I think that the contest wtftt 
good idea," she said. "It is a way 
to get people involved in JMU 
and JMU sports. With the |nMt 
prizes that were being awarded 
it gave even more incentive for 
people to get involved. It allows 
people to use their competitive 
MM to hype iip.IMl' tans " 
Overall, she loved the cxperi 
ence and hopes that it will only 
continue to grow. 
I think its a wonderful idea 
and the more people that we get in- 
volved the more exciting it will be- 
come." she said. "Soon we will see 
the whole cits [tainted purple faf 
JMlTs Homecoming weekend." 
The students were given 
about a week and half to fully 
complete the decorating. Then 
they turned in an  application. 
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Forum Invites former VA 
governors to speak 
WHEN. Tomorrow, 7:15 p.m. 
WHERE: Festival Conference and 
Student Center Ballroom I ond ( 
COST: Fret 
WHAT former Virginia Con A lid- 
wood Holton Jr. ond Gerald L. Bali 
Its will speak about their odminis 
liolions and rurrent politicol issues 
in the stole. The forum is sponsored 
by the JMU College of Am ond Lei 
ters ond the deportment of politi- 
cal science 
Former stand-up comedian 
to present program 
WHEN. Tomorrow, 7 p.m. 
WHERE Groflon Storall Theatre 
COST: free 
WHAT: former stand up comedi 
on and University of Mary Wash 
inqloii professor Chris Kilmartin 
will present o program oboul is 
sues such as masculinity gen- 
der roles and sexual assault pre 
venlion for more information, 
e-mail jmuminspioiiilOjmoil 
Peer advisors to hold 
Informative meeting 
WHEN. Tomorrow, 7 p.m. 
WHERE Keeiell G2 
WHAT: The Psychology Peer 
Advisors will host on in 
formotion meeting about 
how to make the most 
of JMU's resources for 
more information, email 
petiodtise@yohoo torn or 
stop by their office in John 
MllS, 
5= 
S 
Journalist to lecture on under- 
standing the Middle East 
WHEN Wednesday, Horn 
WHERE: Miller Center 
WHAT: Sieve Coll, former managing ed- 
itor of flit Washington tostml a staff 
writer for flio Hew Yotkti, will lecture zc 
on "Understanding Pakistan. Afghani- s^ 
stan ond Soudi Arabia' Coll, who was ►—- 
recently named president of the New ^ 
America foundation, is wocking on JK 
the completion of his second book on ^ 
the same topic for more information, ec 
check out milleutnlti otg ^ 
Tech to host Virginia 
Innovation Showcase 
WHEN: fridoy 
WHAT: Virginia Tech will leolure the 
latest research, technology transfer, 
licensing ond partner opportunities 
from throughout the state in its Vir- 
ginia Innovation Showcose. 
The showcase will feature focul 
ty experts from George Mason Uni- 
versity, the University of Virginia, the 
College of William and Mary JMU 
ond others for more information 
check out (alendor.rledu/moin 
Influential lawyer to 
speak tomorrow 
WHEN Tomorrow, I p.m. 
WHAT: Joy Sekulow chief counsel 
for the American Center for low 
and Justice, will speak at the Colge 
of William and Mory Sekulow bos 
been involved in several weRJcnown 
Supreme Court coses, including Mer 
gens, limb's Chopel ond MrConml 
vFE.t. In 1994 ond 1997 he was 
recognii ed on the notional law Jour 
oo/s list of the county's "I0O Most 
Influential lawyers.' 
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FARM: Local educational and 
volunteer outlet benefits students 
FARM, from front 
" We haven't found a grant yet," Collins said. 
"Once we get funding, wecan start making plans. 
We just need time and money at this point.* 
Operations are anticipated to start in 
early 2010. The farm would be managed b> 
a two-person staff — a faculty member of 
JMU and a farm manager that possesses the 
skills and knowledge on how to run a farm. 
Schermerhorn is a prospective candidate for 
this position. 
Besides growing and selling vegetables. 
fruits and herbs to the local community and 
possibly JMU dining halls, the farm will 
■bo .id as an educational and volunteer 
outlet to both students at the university and 
Harrisonburg schools. 
"The idea of this farm is to have an 
educational component M itudenti from JMU 
and local schools can participate in the learning 
process." Teel said. They would learn about 
the market, how to recognize good and bad 
qualities in produce — those are all qualities 
we've lost because we've made this process 
so distant. We see this as a participatory and 
educational idea." 
Don't be a halloweenie, 
read The Breezd 
BURSON: Changes in P.R. industry apparent 
BURSOM. from liom 
Before concluding Burson discussed the 
future concerns of Ihe PR. Industry HUM 
concerns included there being no accepted 
definition of P.R., using communications as a 
descriptor, not focusing enough attention on 
the heritage and history of the business and the 
Instruction contenl of the field. 
"People do not have a full appreciation of 
public relations," he said. 
Burson ended with a comment on the cl hies 
in business 
He said, "Good business decisions have to 
be good ethical decisions." 
!M6etm/t** 0-3 at S.C 
l< meineke car care center HARRISONBURG 1871 So.th Mo*. Slrt.1 !!•» w In 11 to* ad IW» HI U an* ttam) 540-438-5858 
$500 OFF 
OIL CHANGE 
Dntaaat aaailai la itjalei nloU pridag. 
UmmmmUfSm.aguimi*m mmi, 
mmt.4 «N> laftiord dao :vmt, mi awd IW 
► -IW"- >*«■ t«* 
I I 
I mm 
15%0FF 
ALL PARTS 
FOR ALL JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY 
STUDENTS AND FACULTY 
Muaaal statin la ragalai ratal pridag. 
Matt present Camp** LD. ol that a* 
titlaiata. Saa aaalar lar aatah. 
A/C Service  Batteries  Belts   Brakes 
Oil Change - Transmission Fluid Service   a-y 
Tires  Tune-Ups  And Much More       ■•• 
FRCf Undenor Inspection i Estimate 
nationwide Lifetime Warranties 
»u UM m h-i».. y mo"   So' 
www.rrtpinelie.com ':*0 am to 6:00 pn 
Day Spa & Salon 
rrhxiiinn ,»JII. you' 
Think yw 
got what it 
takes? 
540 574-0808 
rwxl Lion StWfprnsCgaBei 
10)7 Pan Kt|.u|.h, Road 
Hamsonburg. VA 22801 
_ 
Be the new face 
of NY. Stylel 
Submit your photo & bio 
to N.Y. Style for a chance 
to be chosenl 
Winners recieve a fr»e 
haircut and color or 
haircut and massage. 
'ConkMN.Y Styla lor rnora OHoll     • 
>      bfthdaY 
1    poTtyi 
ctntun 
HOMECOMING ?0Q7 
THANK 
V-/    ♦   k      .   • A    %     • 
YOU! I- 
Allison Mizer Fii-st Year Involvement 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.  Frank Wilt 
Lambda Chi chapter 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. 
Xi Delia chapter 
Alyssa Gerlando 
Angela Ritchie 
Apple bees 
Aramark 
Artful Dodger 
Ashley Privott 
JMU Athletic 
Black Alumni Chapter 
BluesTones 
BobGolson 
Bob Wade Auto World 
BreakdanceClub 
Buffalo Wild Wings 
Cathy Goldsborough 
Chanello's 
Chris Jones 
Christina Nelson 
CiCi's 
Cinnamon Bear 
Circuit City 
Ciro's Pizza 
Classic Carriage 
Clubhouse staff 
CMSS Staff & Student Assistants  Lohr's Farm 
Function 4 Sports 
FYI Program Advisers 
George Hirschmann 
Into Hymn 
James McHone 
Jay Degioia 
Jessica Lumsden 
JMU Alumni Association 
JMU Bookstore 
JMU CopyCentPf 
JMU Public Safety 
Joshua Wilton House 
Julie Bubb Ruebush 
Julie Moore 
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc 
Nu Lambda chapter 
Kathleen Campbell 
Kelly Patullo 
Kim Turner 
Kline's Dairy Bar 
Kristin Gardner 
Kristin Muncy 
LaRhonda Johnson 
Lee Brooks 
Lmdsay Dowd 
Little Italy 
CS-L 
Dan Boxer 
Daniels Promotional Products 
Debbie Miller 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc 
lota Alpha chapter 
Diane Smith 
Dining Services 
Donna Harper 
Dr. Kevin Borg 
Dr Mike Gubser 
Dr. Mark Warner 
Dukettes 
Events and Conferences 
Exit 24b 
Exit 247 B Flat Project 
Facilities Management 
I ehx Wang  
Low Key 
Madison Dance 
Madison Project 
Madison Student Giving 
Mark Cline 
Martin's 
Matt Barone 
Matt Bingay 
Matt Little 
Melissa Noble 
Mike Bubser 
Mike Southard and 
Southard Audio 
Misty Newman 
Mozaic Club 
Mr. 8, Ms. Madison Finalists 
Note-oriety 
OCharleys 
We couldn't have done It without you! 
Office of Health Promotion 
Office of Judicial Affairs 
Office of Residence Life 
Overtones 
Parking Services 
Paul Campbell 
Paul Krikau 
Promotional Considerations 
Q'doba 
Rachel Lafferty 
Relay 4 Life 
Rockingham Rent All 
RT's Chicken & Grille 
Sam Butler 
Sara Grey 
Sarah Sunde 
Sgt. Peggy Campbell 
Shane Symolon 
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc. 
Lambda lota chapter 
Signs USA 
Smoothie King 
Sophomore Class Council 
SOS Advertising 
Spencer Narron 
Steel Drum Band 
Stefan ie DiDomemco 
Steve Sites 
Stonewall Jackson Inn 
Student Ambassadors 
Student Government Association 
Student Organization Services 
Student Spirit Committee 
Swing Dance Club 
T P. Hern 
The Club House & Staff 
lowciiia Moore 
TP Hern 
ryPMHps 
Unique Nails 
University Business Office 
University Outpost 
UP8 
UREC 
Victoria Floral 
Volunteers for the Step Show 
Zeta Tau Alpha 
DON'T LET ILLNESS AFFECT YOUR COLLEGE EXPERIENCE 
FLU SHOT 
EMERGICARE 
755-A Cantrell Ave. [Next to Hardee's] 
friends" 
Prompt Medical Attention 
Minor Injuries + Sprains + X-rays + Mono + Strep Throat 
Lacerations + In House STD Testing 
HNTMENT NECESSARY + OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon-Fri 9 AM-8 PM + Sat 10 AM-4 PM +   Sun 1 PM-6 PM 
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Religion scholar visits campus, shares views on understanding culture 
BY ANNE OREYFUSS 
(onlribultng «rittr 
Much'nts who want lo understand other cultures need to 
go beyond the standard European way of thinking and adopt 
a perspective based on the way those cultures view the world, 
culture and religion scholar Barbara Holdrege told a JMO 
assembly Tuesday. 
During JMU's third annual (iandhi Lecture Series, Holdrege 
said that it's critically necessary for students in the West to go 
beyond their own cultural horizon and adopt a way of thinking 
that does not put the European vision first. 
Theleclure, titled "South Asiaand the Middle East: Connecting 
Cultures Outside of and in Spite of the West," was sponsored by 
JMU's Mahatma Gandhi Center for Global Nonviolence and the 
College of Arts and Letters' Visiting Scholars Program. 
The lecture focused on inspiring students to adopt a new way 
of thinking that goes beyond traditional Western ideology. 
"We must bring the indigenous traditions back into the 
current conversation," said Holdrege, associate professor of 
religious studies and director of the Center for the Analysis of 
Sacred Space at the University of California in Santa Barbara. 
Comparative studies create systems of classification that 
place Europe at the top and South Asia and the Middle East at 
the bottom, Holdrege said. 
Holdrege is currently involved in a project at the Center for 
ii        __ 
We must bring the indigenous traditions 
back into the current conversation. 
- BARBARA HOLDREGE 
nlfim scholar 
-99 
the Analysis of Sacred Space that brings together scholars from 
different traditions to cross-examine the dominant European 
paradigms and look at cultures other than the West in an attempt 
to generate a new way of thinking. 
"I don't want to foster an idealized point of view, but that 
doesn't mean we can't attempt to look Kriooflj .it th«M different 
categories and bring Ihem into the comparative comraraatlona," 
Holdrege said. It's a beginning; it's u alternative way to 
think." 
Some students who attended the lecture plan to bring 
Hnlclri'gc's advice back to the classroom. 
"We need to think critical)] because In oni rtudiea we have a 
Westernized view, trcshm.in Aaron Branch said. "We don't get 
a good worldview. it li Important to break down the boundaries 
and take a world ipeetruB view when looking at different 
cultures." 
Profaman Karlma Karim said aha ahead) incorporates a mix 
of different world views Into her lit'-. 
"I'm a Muslim, but I follow some values from Christianity," 
she said "I'm already doing it. This lecture just gave me another 
reason to continue." 
Matthew Stansbcrrv, a senior philosophy and religion major, 
agreed. 
"It is the case that the Western-European standard has 
predominated the scholarly realm," he said. "We need to step 
outside our Western way of thought and lake a look at others in a 
different light to understand why they are how they are." 
Small sorority brings in big bucks for breast cancer research 
BY CAROLINE (OURHOYEK 
stiff writ* 
There are roughly 16,000 students at JMU. Six 
make up JMU's Asian-American interest sorority, 
Alpha Kappa Delta Phi, which raiseda record $2,000 
in two weeks for the Susan G. Komen foundation, 
benefiting breast cancer research. 
The sorority recently entered the spotlight by 
selling"! Support My Rack" T-shirts, which brought 
in approximately $1,600. The group only expected 
to sell a little over 100 shirts, tin- student demand 
for the shirts exceeded supply, and AKDP had to 
order a second shipment. One hundred percent of 
the funds are donated to its philanthropy, the Susan 
Q, Komen foundation. 
"We came to the conclusion that it's not the 
number that's important but the quality of the 
work that we put out there," said senior Jay Ann, 
president of the sorority. "We're doing the same 
amount of work [as a larger sorority], if not more, 
with six people and we are very proud of what were 
doing and very excited as well." 
Sophomore Christie Cerimele agreed that it's 
not quantity, but quality that counts. 
"It doesn't matter how many people you are, 
it's just the small acts you do," she said, adding that 
the girls must have high motivation and goals to do 
what they did. 
Ann joined the sorority her freshman year and 
has served as president since the spring of 2007. 
"My goal for the entire year was to put our name 
out there as a sorority that gives back 
to the community," she said. "It's not about Asians. 
It's not about sororities. It's just about giving back 
to the community." 
Aside from T-shirt sales, Alpha Kappa Delta Phi 
does a lot of community service in Hamsonburg and 
is holding a charity week in November, according to 
Ann 
Last week the girls held the "United We Fight 
Campaign" intending to sell 1,000 ribbons in five 
days. According to Ann, they have sold 300 so far 
and are extending the sales til Tuesday. 
They also have an internship at Stone Spring 
Klementary School, where they act as mentors to 
the 11 Asian-American children enrolled. 
"I wanted them to have someone to look up to," 
Ann said. "Those kids really needed some sort of 
role model." 
The 43 chapters of Alpha Kappa Delta Phi 
nationwide make it the largest Asian-Anirriian 
interest sorority in  the U.S.  Currently the JMU 
chapter has only had 25 members since its beginning 
in spring 2003. according to Ahn. 
Alpha Kappa Delta Phi wants to help college 
students realize that they can be affected by breast 
cancer now or in the future 
"I think were at the tM where we don't worry 
about our health much," Ahn said. "A lot of women 
worry about how they look but at our age we don't 
really think about what's gonna happen in ten years. 
It's really important to know what'| mining and to 
be prepared." 
The six-member group plans to continue their 
legacy serving JMU, the community, and the breast 
anon cause. 
"Don1! let the numbers fool you because wc do 
the work that is fit for hundreds of people, Ahn Mid. 
I think were doing really great work for the campus 
and we plan on continuing to do great work." 
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
14K While Gold 1.13cts Diamond Ring 
G1A Certified 0 87c(s D-Coktr VSl-Clarily 
This Week $5900 
'All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate 
VWMWI; "5 s Gmri Square Harrisonhurg or unite mcbonejeuelry com 
Boston Beanerv 
Kt.MAI RAM      * 
A  l\\ KKN 
Get the Boston flavor down south. o, 
<*. 
^*//r    ^e. 
Halloween specials & 
Complimentary snacks from 
4:00 -9:00 October 31 at 
Open Late for You! 
Mon - Thurs until 12 a.m. 
Iii - Sat until 1 a.m. 
Sun. until 11 p.m. 
*«W    ^°"cn     e°1 
1625 East Market St. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
540.433.1870 
fW! auoweer Di tTMrg Special October 31. 2007 
4D-H»I. 
Wear your Halloween costume 
Judging from 5pm until 7pm 
Karaoke 
Great food 
fclr. Chips 
Caramel apples 
Costumes 
Hair color 
Masks and much more! 
^is.   <Veers is having a 
Monster Mash! Check out 
ourthemed Halloween 
menu. 
fest iva' 
Pumpkin Carving Contest 
Turn in a pumpkin from 10/29 
until 10/31 at noon and be 
eligible to win a DVD player. 
Winner announced at 5pm on 10/31 
Pumpkins are available for sale at 
the Festival 
flatlW   <W! 
Paint a pumpkin before dinner 
Spooktacular Special: Chili rubbed 
Flank Steak with Cilantro Garden 
Slaw and Potatoes...$ 12.99 (add 
shrimp for only $3.99) 
Halloween costumes 
Decorations 
Bulk mix-and-match candy 
Wear your costume  and if you 
buy a hotdog at regular price, 
you get the 2nd for half price 
Guess the number of candy 
corn in the jar to win cookies 
'Top   Dot) 
Purchase selected menu items and 
enter to win a $25 l-tunes card 
Vote on employee costumes 
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HOUSES: Sponsors Say more paint in '08       » Breeze wishes you a Happy Halloween! 
HOUSfS from poqe 3 
which gMVC Muilrnts tin* fhilKf I" MDu pictures of 
then finished produd ihrminh tbednb'te-mifl. 
Tin- .ipplu.itinn pratt) much entaiboncperson 
showing thai the) ire point to show up u» three 
photos of the qMce the) decorated," arid Paige 
Sumner, president oftheSDG "From there we pick 
out .1 top five ind po l«><>k at them in person. They 
give us Ihrir name and phone number, verifying 
that it is their apartment or their house   It jv «nl\ 
oneentr) pi 
rbe Paint Hsxrisonborg Purple Contest 
Committee, ■ group of frv people including Taylor 
\dkmv mcuH) tdvisor to the S1K\ was formed in 
the SDC to judge the entries. 
The   uinners   were   announced   on   Krul.i> 
afternoon and informed shout their package 
ot prisei which Included | pizza party from 
i. Italia. unootnievfbi ever) person in the 
tpsitment ->r dorm and four sideline 
: i the Homecoming game. 
i he) literal!) have the best 
MSt in the hou.v.-Adkins said. 
Simmer is hoping that next 
yeai the amount of participants will 
grow but was happ) with the amount 
ot entries since the content is SO DSM 
I'he    Ides    ol    painting    houses 
originated from Adkins. who said he 
did the same thing when be was In college. 
"For the last two years of my undergraduate 
vear, DM and m> housemates would decorate our 
house for major football games." Adkins said. "We 
had i ag toot banner for the Delaware game that 
said  l;D Senseless.'" 
Adkins took tikexperience and ran with it. 
As the laculh  adviser I  proposed to start a 
competition to deck oat srudenl houses u< heat 
the Spiders inside dorms and outside of their 
houses (>i apartments to show school spirit and 
back the football team, bfl Mid "We have had a 
good response so far but it is relatively small in 
comparison this year because it's the tirst year we 
area «ng it. The hopes are that it is the beginning 
ot an annual contest " 
While he knows it will take a while for 
-Indents to pick up on it, Adkins wants to 
sec the JMU communitv continue to 
rarry it on, 
He said. "It would be reall> 
cool to inspire the student body 
to   decorate   their   places   so 
when >ou had alumni, people 
visiting or awa\  teams coming into 
town mei  could  SM the apartments 
decorated and see that JMU football is 
not (list a one day thing and the whole 
community is In-hind it." 
Bring Nature's Beauty Home 
Home accents handcrafted from 
clay, bamboo, fiber and shell. 
■*|S        731 Ml Clinton Pike 
t/^       *A*.    I larrisonburg. VA 
540-43.1-4880 
3 miles 
north of campus! 
Sat 9:30 SIX! 
*"V** 
r*ni TIHIII 101 
MOV. 6 
Kccmct ir: MOV. s 
S:00 - 6:10 PM 
wtunu miro*r 
(^ 
Zeta Tau Alpha and OHP present 
Survivor Night 
We invite you to listen to experiences of Breast 
Cancer survivors, medical updates on Breast 
Cancer survival, plus much more. 
One penon i- diagnosed with 
brans) cancer tpnay :i minutes. 
One person dies of breast 
cancer ever) u minutes. 
Over 125*000 women an 
diagnosed with breast earner 
every year. 
When: I 
Where:! 
October 29 7pm 
Festival Ballroom A 
Passport event 
Don't forget to ask about the 
M    DISON 
t-shirts& new BCACookbook! 
ijiu-liim-..-1 Km,iil: stedmaseffi jmii edu or hazlegsc9jmu.edu 
- ks to 01II' for their continued support of BCA! 
■Quality Oil Changej 
$15.90 
J "Up to 5qts 
I "Replace filter 
All Tune And Lube 
^^       700 West Market St, 
wsT   Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
C 540-433-1179 
Mon. - Fri. 8am - 6pm 
Sat. 8am - 4pm 
Maintenancje 
Tune- Up $39.90 4cyl 
■ Transmission Flush! 
I      $79.90 ■ Flush system wtih state o( | I'Free oil change 
'New plugs (platinum extra)lthe art equipment 
I -Free brake inspection       I-LaborVdditional 
|^y_request__ _ __ _L$ and 8 cvl higher , 
iDrr    ,    „ ... Economy Brake BG Coolant Flush | Spjja| 
$79.90 
I "Flush cooling system 
I'Replace with new fluid 
"Add BG Conditioner to 
I 
I"Refill with now trans fluid I 
ree road tost by request   ■ 
Premium Brake 
Special 
•too on $79.90 $99.90 |'Some foreign cars, trucks |"Some foreign cars, trucks | 
I additional ^additional 
' Economv brake oads I' Premium brake pads y p
system |' Turning rotors additional   I "Turning rotors additional I 
BG Fuel Induction 
Service 
$79.90 
'Cleans fuel injectors, air 
I 
I 
I system & throttle body 
" Improves driveability 
I 'includes BG 44K Cleane 
Scheduled 
Maintenance $199.90 
I'lncludes parts, 6 and 8cyl higher     "Cooling System 
I "Maintenance Tune Up Service; new fluid 
'New PVC filter, air titter, spark plugs 'Transmission 
|(platmum additional) System Service 
,J 
DRYFT Motorsports 
"Your one stop performance shop" 
MOlORSr'OhM', 
700 West Market St. 
540-433-1179 Next To All Tune And Lube 
Custom Wheels 
15% off 
Custom Built ^PerformanceworP 
Exhausts and Dyno Use 
$300.00 20% off 
■ *15"-24" sizes                • "Cat-back systems I "Discount off labor times  I 
I "Not valid with any other I 'Full header back or turbo |'Not valid with any other | 
[promotion                   Jback systems additional | promotion 
""" "" *"" "^wwT^Vr^MotcTsTiorTs.corTr"" "" ™ "" 
•GRHEKBERinrS 
Greenberry's Harrisonburg 
400 South High Street 
iy, November 3rd and 
1, November 4 th 
the FIRST 100 CUSTOMERS 
will receive one FREE 16 ounce 
TRAVEL MUG wl 
Editor: Anna Young 
opinion@lhebreeze.org 
(540)568-3846 
Glass Half Full I maua,Mm«« 
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Risky business 
Affinity for adventure can be dangerous but rewarding 
I-ist Monday, high-altitude mountaineer 
Conrad Anker delivered an inspirational and 
humbling lecture at Memorial Hall. Anker 
reached the summit of Mount Everest last 
summer, ranking among the annals of the 
thousands of climbers who have suffered In - 
poxia, hallucinations and brain damage at the 
highest peak in the world. But Anker is more 
than just a crazy climber. He is a humanitar- 
ian, author, father and husband. 
In his lecture. Anker referenced one of 
the first Everest climbers from the early 20th 
century, George Mallory. Anker said that when 
Mallory was asked by a reporter why the heck 
anyone would want to suffer over 29,000 feet 
of sheer unpleasantness, Mallory replied, "Be- 
cause it is there." 
Wow. Because it is there. Would you rub 
glitter into your eyeballs because it is there? 
Would you lick the sole of your shoe because 
it is there? Probably not. You would have to be 
nuts or on a reality TV show to do something 
like that. Then again, to visit the top of the 
world, you would have to be a little nuts, too. 
Thus matter-of-fact response on Mallory s 
part—and Anker's obvious inspiration by 
it—seems unusually headstrong and, frankly, 
a little bit ignorant. Some adventure is crucial 
for anyone's life, but to what extent can hu- 
mans push the limitations of their bodies until 
an exhilarating adventure evolves into stupid- 
ity? With a few rare exceptions, humans can't 
physically breathe at Everest's altitude without 
the help of supplemental oxygen. That's a sure 
sign that we just aren't meant to be there. But 
humans can't breathe on the moon, either. And 
we all know that expedition was a giant leap 
for mankind. 
There's a fine line between exploration for 
humankind and exploration for locks. Yet where 
does this invisible line fall? Anker has a family 
that depends on him. He knows the risks. He 
even said himself that it's not very fun to climb 
Everest while you're doing it, but once you get 
back down, that's when the rewards kick in. 
Why would someone place so much suffering 
on themselves and their loved ones (not to men- 
tion the environment and poor Mount Everest 
itself) just to say, "yeah, I climbed Everest. What 
now?" It's quite the quandary. 
Recently, the film adaptation of Jon 
Krakauer's book Into the Wild appeared on 
the big screen. For those of you who have not 
read or seen it. it is about a twenty-something 
Thorcau and London fan who burns all the 
money in his pockets and hitchhikes his way to 
Alaska only to die of starvation because he ate 
the wrong plant seeds. And why did Chris Mc- 
Candless choose to give up his family and his 
career possibilities? McCandless makes quite 
a social statement in this book, but I also think 
thai he wanted to explore the Alaskan wilder- 
ness just because it is there. 
Anker and McCandless each possess this 
remarkable drive to explore and push the 
limits of the human body and spirit. Anker 
is thankfully still alive, but many ambitious 
Everest climbers have never come down from 
the mountain. McCandless will never be able 
to recount the details of his remarkable cross- 
country adventure to his family. Was the loss 
of a human soul worth it? Who are we to judge, 
"just because it is there?" 
This is a really difficult question. When an 
Itih iiv involves mortality, things get com- 
plicated. And I don't want this article to be 
depressing. We're all looking for adventure, 
and I think that's am amazing universal aspect 
of human character. Whether you're grinding 
glitter into your eyeballs or setting a new world 
record, good for you! Everyone must do what 
they find rewarding, fulfilling and inspiring, 
not because it's there, but because it truly 
means something to you—even means enough 
that you would give up your family, even your 
life, for it. Just hope that you don't eat the 
wrong seeds. 
7Vaci Car is a junior English major. 
Submit Darts cV Pats online at thebreeze.org. or 
e-mail submissions to breezedpfnotmail.com. 
Darts & Pats are sidmutted anonymously and are 
printed on a spacemmlable basts. Submissions are 
based upon one person's opmvn of a gam situation, 
person or event, and do not necessarily reflect the truth. 
A "we-really-do-care-how-you-are" 
pat to the those who come into 
UREC and actually reply to our 
greetings. 
From two grateful 
I 'REC card swipers who 
enjoy your smiling faces 
and your real responses. 
A "we-don't -play -'80s- music - 
out-of-our-window-on-Friday-mornings-for- 
nothing" dart to all the students who were too 
cool to dance or even recognize our efforts to 
brighten up their rainy day. 
From a group of sophomore guys from 
Wampler who just wanna dance. 
A "where-were-the-students?" dart to the 
JMU student body for complaining about not 
enough tickets to Homecoming but had 1,500 
unused tickets. 
From a JMU alumni who was embar- 
rassed to see the student section only three- 
fourths full on our biggest game day. 
A "don't-dish-out-your-germs" dart to 
the people who don't wipe down the UREC 
equipment with the handy alcohol solution 
provided throughout the center. 
From a junior who is trying her best 
not to contract any sicknesses and wishes 
everyone could take thirty seconds to be 
sanitary. 
A "sidewalk*ashtray" dart to the 
smokers who toss their cigarette butts 
onto the side of the road, 
from a senior who hates that JMU 
is not smoke-free, but hates it even more 
when people cannot be responsible for their 
own waste. 
A "where-is-the-mute-button?" dart to 
the girl who sat behind me at the 9:30 p.m. 
showing of "Hairspray" and sang along the 
entire time. 
From a sophomore girl who knou*s all the 
words too but didn't feel the need to ruin the 
movie for others. 
A "the-world-is-not-your-trashcan" dart to 
the freshman who dropped her plastic cutlery 
outside her dorm, looked at it King on the 
ground and continued on her way. 
From the senior behind you who picked 
up your trash. 
BATTLE OF THE tfXtt 
Can men make it in the kitchen? 
CHAPMAN, > 
TIM ,  &««* 1 jgasse, Tyler 
Florence, Mario 
Batali, Wolfgang 
Puck. Gordon 
Ramsay, Rata- 
touiUe-need I 
name more? Of 
t the job done in the kitchen, the 
? world tend to he of our superior sex. 
t the question should be: Why would 
' e proficient in the kitchen? For ages 
I figure of the household has literally 
and figuratively been the "hunter" or "provider." 
The matriarchal figure has been the "preparer" of 
the hunt and has done so sufficiently through the 
centuries. 
Although times have changed and more women 
in are in the work force, the male in many instances 
is still the primary provider. There is absolutely 
nothing wrong with this system, as the human race 
has thrived for an estimated 130.000 years with the 
woman primarily being in the house. 
I'm not proposing that women should forget all 
the strides they have made and return to any sort of 
indentured service, where they only do the laundry 
and cook the food, but one has to believe that some 
things in history don't change for a reason. 
There is also plenty of reason to believe that 
women can succeed in the work place and in the 
kitchen on a daily basis. And I'm not just talking 
about Rachacl Ray, Paula Dean, Giada De Laurenti- 
is, and Julia Child. If a man can be questioned about 
preparing the morning and evening meals while he 
works a 9-to-5. then why can't women work and 
continue performing what has been a role honed by 
their mothers and grandmothers? 
It seems like there is reluctance today among 
educated women to embrace these skills and abili- 
ties that they can proudly identify with. Just because 
it has taken years to level out the playing field of the 
two genders shouldn't mean that women should for- 
get what they're good at. I don't see any rush from 
men to distance themselves from being the primary 
divider or being the bold and the brawn character 
protector of the house. 
So I guess we should call for more rounded 
males and females in society, but do so without for- 
getting that the woman has been holding down the 
stove for centuries, and she does a pretty solid job. 
Tim Chapman is a sophomore SMAP major. 
SARAH 
TEACH, 
«mtn buting write* 
I confess the 
following to be my 
first thought when 
presented with this 
question: billowing 
black smoke rising 
from the charred 
remains of what was 
ly a fine cut of pork—or perhaps a 
ing fired at with hoses. Perchance 
pective because I grew up with 
w how to cook only one thing, 
cord, is a predictable unpalatable 
Iredit this viewpoint to the many years 
nedia and society have poked fun at 
the presumably incompetent skills of men in the 
kitchen. The largely chauvinistic "cookin-ain't-no- 
man's-work" view of the 1950s is not far from our 
21st century society. 
However, I am delighted to disclose that since 
transferring to JMU, my standpoint on men in the 
kitchen has developed into something drastically 
different. My otherwise-talented, gorgeous, female 
roommate cannot cook worth a lick. Yet I find 
myself looking forward to those nights when her 
boyfriend proudly does the cooking in our home. 
Let me tell you. this "man's man" sure knows how 
to whip up some fine fixings! Not only am I certain 
of his beastly ability to beat down a mobster within 
milliseconds (with or without a meat mallet), but I 
also fully trust him with an oven, a frying pan and 
the entire contents of my kitchen. 
Ironically, nearly every girl that I have en- 
countered at JMU has denied any and all potential 
kitchen capabilities from men. Though I actually 
have yet to receive an invite for a home-cooked 
dinner from a JMU female, it seems as though 
most of my guy friends always seem to be trying 
some new recipe or technique. 
Allow me to applaud you. you gang of guy 
grocery gurus! And to you non-cooking men (who 
I think are in the minority here), I will have you 
know one slice of precious advice that your cooking 
counterparts have very likely already scooped up. 
The ability and willingness to throw some chow 
around the kitchen has sky-high success rates for 
wooing chicks. Renounce those 1950s ideals-the 
kitchen is no longer such a strange and scary' space 
for men after all! 
Sarah Teach is a sophomore dietetics major. 
Because I Said So I KAIHRYM MANNING *infu.tif 
Supporting our troops 
in all the wrong ways 
If there's any cliche that's 
been drilled into our head 
over the past several years, it's 
"Support the Troops." We see it 
everywhere: on bumper stick- 
ers, instant message profiles and 
protest signs. Unfortunately, the 
phrase has become too cliche, 
.IIKI it seems America has devel- 
oped a very twisted idea of what 
it really means to stand behind 
our men and women in uniform 
At the most recent Red- 
skins game at FedF-x Field, the 
franchise continued its "military 
appreciation month" with a 
halftime show dedicated to the 
troops. I was excited to see what 
was in store; alter all, being so 
close to the power center of the 
country, it seemed appropriate 
that the team would honor the 
military in some way. 
I could not have been more 
disappointed. The halftime show 
consisted of a medley of "patri- 
otic" songs (if you consider "In 
the Navy" by the Village People 
to be patriotic), and a bunch of 
buxom cheerleaders dancing 
around in skimpy outfits that 
MN BUp|n>sedl> designed to l<»>k 
like the uniforms of the different 
military branches. There were 
no servicemen on the field or on 
the sidelines. There wasn't even 
an American flag. Fans simply 
watched a bunch of scantily-clad 
women majte kissy faces at them 
while wearing "patriotic attire." 
I'll wager a million bucks that 
not one man in that stadium was 
thinking about the troops at any 
point during that performance. 
And who could blame them? The 
focus of the halftime show wasn't 
really the troops; it was the sexy 
vixens hypnotizing people from 
the field. As a woman I certainly 
wasn't .is entertained by the 
cheerleaders as the men wen 
but I felt DO patriotic tenor after 
the show either. When the an- 
nouncer came on and thanked 
the ladies for their performances 
and reminded everyone to sup- 
port our troops, I wanted to 
laugh. But I suppose laughing 
would have been just as disre- 
spectful as the pathetic spectacle 
I had just witnessed. 
Supporting our troops has 
been watered down in other 
ways, too. Protesters love to say 
they are supporting our military 
by carrying around angry signs 
in front of government buildings, 
.is we saw ilns past weekend in 
cities .ill around the countrv. 
Hiis is certainly a noble effort 
for those who truly care about 
the physical safetv of our troops, 
but it has overshadowed other 
practical ways of supporting our 
servicemen. It has also served as 
an excuse for not participating 
in other, more concrete forms of 
support: mani' protesters (not 
all) Operate under the idea that if 
they lobby for the troops' return, 
they've put in their time and 
effort. They've done their part to 
support the military. 
But whether you agree with 
the war or not, troops have 
practical needs beyond the 
abstract concept of ending this 
war. True, it would he in the 
military's best interest to be safe 
in their beds, but that's not the 
reality right now. Troops need 
letters, entertainment, decent 
food and tangible apprecia- 
tion for their efforts. They need 
people to shake their hands and 
say "thanks." They need cards to 
read before they go to bed. They 
need care packages with candy 
bars to remind them of the little 
pleasures of home. They need 
more than protests and halftime 
shows. And more importantly. 
ton deserve more than protests 
and halftime shows. 
In many ways, it's become 
too easy for us to claim we're 
supporting the troops. We carry 
colorful signs or wear short- 
shorts with the American flag 
on the butt and call ourselves 
great patriots. There's nothing 
inherently wrong with these 
measures, but when we allow this 
to be all we do for our troops, 
we fail them. It's ridiculous that 
shimmying in a patriotic bikini 
now constitutes an accepted and 
glorified method of supporting 
our military. 
By all means, let's continue 
voicing our opinions on the war 
and attempting to salute our 
troops in public arenas. Doing 
so is incredibly important. But 
let us not forget that our service- 
men are more than just slogans 
and songs. If we allow ourselves 
to dilute what it truly means to 
support our military men and 
women, we have done a dis- 
service to those whose efforts 
abroad protect our ability to 
protest and perform. 
Kathryn Manning is a senior 
history and political science major. 
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Letters to the Editor 
teaming lo mute a message of hale 
We need to realize thai when a "preacher" 
wddei to gran* us with his presence, we are the 
»ni■ that have control over the   preacher." not 
the other way around. The iiuliRnation felt and 
shown is pistitied; however, while it may seem 
that the only thing We can do is yell back, we as 
-Indents have theabilih to control (heeffective 
uh.it he says 
In ••(. .-icknovvh-dging hi.s ppBMDCC |h*ee him 
power to use his words. I realize it is much casii i 
•eid then done, bol it yon Ignore him, you will 
deny him the attention he needs to spread his 
menage Second, yeUof back only nVhlikiini 
viclions. Instead we should emulate the peaceful 
IHoti-Mers restraint and tact   Ilieir actions spoke 
more about who we are at JMU than .m\ \<-ih.il 
hale that was thrown at the   preacher." 
I don't support what he said, but since we 
cannot stop him (nun taDdng We need to learn 
two things: Spoken words are not necessarily 
true, and if we want to truly silence him. we need 
to exert our control in constructive ways. For 
■>ei\ message of hate, we must be ready to prove 
<>m tolerance. 
Tory Federwisch 
junior, political science 
The First Amendment is not oil-inclusive 
Last Thursday's editorial titled "Picked by God, 
piottvtrd h\ law" discussed how last week's visitor 
to our campus, Matt Bourgault, is allowed to call 
(K-ople whores or whatever eLse he wants because 
"the First Amendment protects speech—not 
certain Undaof^xecfa, but all qjeeoV v\*hiie I'm 
no expert in law. I know enough to know that the 
Pfaal Amendment does not protect all speech. One 
of those unprotected types of apescfa 0 tnea from 
Chuplitisky vs. the State of New Hampshire, in 
v% huh a Jehovah's Witness was arrested for yell 
ing at a police officer, calling him a racketeer and 
fascist. The Supreme Court ruled that "fighting 
words" aren't protected under the First Amend- 
ment. "Fighting words" are defined as words that 
"by their very utterance inflict injury or tend to 
incite an immediate breach of the peace," accord- 
ing to fiv€thm/brum.ory. If "racketeer" is deemed 
a lighting word, then pointing out people and call- 
ing them whores should fall in the same category. 
It aameone wen to yell baseless accusations at me, 
I certainly wouldn't stand for it. While I believe 
Bourgault should be allowed to come to JMU, the 
administration and law enforcement can't give him 
a carte blanche to say whatever he wants. 
Preston Jones 
sophomore, account ino 
Kditorial Policies: 
Response* ti> all <>pini<ins published in Ihe Breeze 
an* welcomed and encouraged. Utters should be no 
longer than 250 words, must indude a name, aca- 
demic year, major and phone number for verification 
and can be e-mailed to breezevpiniimiiymaiicom or 
mailed to MSC 6805 Gi, Anthony-Sceger Hall, Har- 
risonburg, VA 22807. Vie Breeze reserves the right to 
edit all submission for length and grammatical style. 
Kditoruil Board: 
MJI> I-IJIH/C.S C/drsi), editor in chiet 
BVM Dyaoa, managing editor 
Anna Young, opinion cdiior 
TfmcpMom h Mi m *n d,< not >*< iartfj 
reflect the opinion of the iie*spuper. th\ stuff or 
James Madison Um\vr\u\ 
Breeze Perspectives | rmimn.itl^i 
Bourgault could 'be the change' 
While preacher's speech may arouse anger among JMU, 
we might be able to learn some lessons from him 
It's that time again. Registration. 
Want a career-friendly elective? 
Test drive our hybrid major. 
TSC210 
Perhaps we should set aside our outrage for 
a moment and try to see what we can learn from 
Matt Bourgault, the preacher from Consuming Fire 
I 'ampuN Muiistn. Bourgault and his family travel 
the country preaching their message at college 
campuses. According to Bourgault's Web site, they 
haw spread their word in forty states and four 
foreign countries. Bourgault claims that in 1099 he 
was called by God to be an open-air evangelical 
List Tiu-sda\ alteinoon 1 listened to Bougault 
speak for about an hour and a half. I found what 
he had to say to be quite ridiculous. His message 
was at times downright ignorant and hateful. But 
I do not think that our lesson to be learned comes 
from the content of his speech. Rather, we should 
consider the form of his actions. 
Bourgault is actively spreading his message. 
He is out on college campuses try ing to remedy 
the problems that he MM in the world. He has 
gone on the offensive to right what he sees as 
wrong. Can we say the same about ourselves? 
We are a campus full of alleged liberals, 
progressives, free-thinkers and activists. I use 
the word "alleged" because it is hard to discern 
in what way these people's actions reflect their 
descriptions. This is my fourth year at JMU and 
I have yet lo see any major effort on the part of 
students to bring about any tangible or ideologi 
cal change. Rather, we seem to spend mast of our 
time self-congratulating. 
Our efforts are either incredibly passive, in 
the way of wearing T-shirts, selling bracelets 
and handing out flyers. Or our efforts are merely 
reflective of whatever grievance is in vogue that 
particular month, like campaigns to save Darfur, 
free Myanmar. stop genital mutilation and so 
on. In the case of the former, this means that we 
go on the offensive from the comfort of our own 
campus. In the case of the latter, this means that 
we ignore the deeper problems of which these 
grievances might be symptomatic. 
Bourgault is living a nomadic lifestyle and 
taking his message wherever it needs to be taken. 
Further, he is inciting people, and he is being 
controversial. 
This is precisely the opposite of liberal method- 
ology. There is nothing controversial about liberal- 
ism. There are no new messages, no new lessons, 
nothing we haven't seen or heard a million times 
before. It is all very comforting and self-affirming. 
Perhaps of greater importance is the type of 
problem Bourgault is attacking. He has identi- 
fied all of the symptoms of what he thinks is 
society's sickness, pointing out the faults of liars, 
sodomites and potty-mouths. But, he is going 
further—he is going after the sickness itself. 
We as students do not do this. We do not take 
our insights and outrage further. We merely point 
out individual problems and try to fix them. None 
of us are trying to cure society itself. 
Saving Darfur will not save the world. 
Instead, perhaps we should think about it the 
Other way around—it is only because the world 
in general needs help that specific issues and 
problems arise. 
So, what is to be learned here? Perhaps we 
should look at our T-shirts and take that message 
further. Perhaps we should take that message 
seriously. Instead of telling others to "be the 
change." we should realize that Bourgault already 
is the change. 
Peter Weems is a senior philosophy major. 
www.jmu.edu/tsc 
MASSANUTTEN RESORT 
WINTER JOB FAIR 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6TH 
MASSANUTTEN SKI LODGE 
3:00PM - 7:00PM 
ITSC !■ 
We'll be taking applications, screening applicants & interviewing on the spot. 
DRAWINGS FOR SEASON PASSES & DOOR PRIZES! 
Stop by and find out about FREE skiing, tubing, snowboarding and more!! 
We have many job opportunities available. Positions include 
Seasonal full and part-time and Year-round full and part-time employment. 
Come and check out what jobs we might have for youl 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
CALL (540) 289-4954 
Full-tuition scholarships (or Nursing students! Serve as an Army Nurse caring tor American heroes & their families. 
For more intormation, call 540-568-3633 or email kiplmle@jmu.edu 
Reach 
17,000 students 
with The Breeze 
Classifieds 
www.thebreeze.org 
Editor: Tim Chapman 
Editor: Matthew McGovern 
sports@thebreeze.org 
(540) 568-6709 
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Landers, offense sputter against Spiders 
BY MATTHfW M(G(M HN 
assistant sports ttitu 
James Madison struggled to 
reach the red zone and fumbled 
one t<»o many times Saturday 
against Richmond, as the Spiders 
snuck out of Bridgeforth Stadium 
with a 17-16 Colonial Athletic 
Association upset. JMU fell into 
a three-way he with Richmond 
and Delaware for the CAA South 
DtvWon't top spot in a perfor- 
mance coach Micke)1 Matthews 
described as "ridiculous" 
"The same problems that 
plagued us at Rhode Island 
plagued us today," Matthews 
said. "We just didn't execute to- 
day on offense." 
The Spiders handed JMU 
an 18-15 Homecoming loss in 
2005. but the Dukes entered 
their 2007 Homecoming game 
with an 11-game home winning 
streak. Costly mistakes and ag- 
gressive play by the Spiders con- 
tributed to that streak's demise 
iii front of a crowd of 14,009. 
JMU redshirt freshman tail- 
back Jamal Sullivan returned 
from a high-ankle sprain, but 
rushed only two times for eight 
yards. Senior wide-out LC Bak- 
er is still suffering from a ham- 
string injury and his playmaking 
ability was sorely missed by the 
Dukes as he had no receptions. 
Sullivan's last carry resulted in a 
fumble at the JMU 36-yard line 
in the first quarter, giving Rich- 
mond an opportunity to extend 
its 3-0 lead. 
Madison stopped Rich- 
mond's fourth-and-goal at- 
tempt on the ensuing drive, and 
took over at the one-yard line. 
However, junior receiver Pat- 
rick Ward fumbled five plays 
later, giving Richmond another 
chance to score. Ward dropped 
the handoff on a ICVUM, .uul 
gave Richmond possession at 
the JMU 14-yard line. 
"I told Dave (Clawson) be- 
fore the game, we're not beat 
up as bad as they are, but we're 
close," Matthews said. "We have 
some kids that have missed a lot 
of time." 
Richmond capitalized on 
Madison's second blunder, as 
sophomore quarterback Kric 
Ward completed a 10-yard 
touchdown pass to sophomore 
receiver Scot Riddell on the first 
play of the drive. Ward complet- 
ed 11 of 22 attempts for 74 yards 
and one touchdown, as senior 
running back Tim Hightowerled 
the rushing attack with 28 car- 
ries for 105 yards. The Spiders 
didn't score in the second half 
s« LOSS, Hf« 10 
TOP; Richmond's Sltphen Ho we 11 intercepts JMU quorterback Rodney Landers. (DAVID 
LOMKQUfST/slaff photographer) RIGHT' Howell wins another baffle with landers, recovering 
JMU wideout Patrick Word's fumble. (AARON STEWART 'photo editor) 
CAA Standings 
North Division 
Overall (CAA) 
Massachusetts 7-1 <5-o) 
New Hampshire 6-2(3-2) 
Hofctra 6-2 (3-2) 
Maine 2-6 (1-4) 
Northeastern 1-7 (0-5) 
Rhode Wand 1-7(0-5) 
South Division 
Delaware 
James Madison 
Richmond 
Villanova 
William & Mary 
Towson 
Overall (CAA) 
7-1(4-0 
6-2(4-1) 
6-2(4-0 
5-3 (:*-*) 
4-4 (2-3) 
3-5 (1-4) 
CAA Schedule 
Week of Nov. 3 
JMU (a Delaware 
Villanova (a> Richmond 
Massachusetts @ URI 
Towson (a Maine 
Northeastern^ UNH 
William & Mary (<> Hofstra 
Walking in the coach's shoes 
RMOMM 
jpafeitM 
Saturday was a very long day, as JMU football coach Mickey 
Matthews granted The Breeze almost full access to shadow 
him on game day against Richmond. From breakfast to the 
post-game news conference I received an in-depth look at 
the tips and downs of being a head coach in Division l col- 
lege football. 
7)50-8:00 — JMU players stroll into the Market One din- 
" ig hall for a D-Hall-prepared breakfast. Most of the coach- 
ing staff is already there by the time Matthews arrives at 8. 
a02 — Director of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, 
e DeZelle, delivers a team prayer. Coach listens atten- 
tively with the team as DeZelle compares the team to a tree 
producing good fruit and talks about how the players' ac- 
tions should reflect their faith. 
(No). 10)22 — The tour goes back upstairs where Matthews re- 
\jxes with Cuevas. whom he calls a golf buddy. 
<S 
S 
'°p- — Defensive backs coach Joe Danna brings a recruit 
his father to meet coach Matthews briefly in his office, 
lie visits are a staple of game day at home. A visit from his 
wife, Kay, is also typical, and Mrs. Matthews visits the office 
with her sister and a friend. 
I    jio}.'*' — Coach meets with two referees for a closed 
\_Mpeeting. Each week officials meet with each coach, 
allowing Matthews and his opponent to make them 
aware of anything they've seen on film that they would 
like the referees to look for. 
(♦^10J4< 
J 
Gl 
8107 — The Coach speaks after the prayer and lays out the 
ly's plans. He allows the Richmond natives to get their food 
first from the buffet line. The room remains quiet for the 
most part with the coach chiding a player here or there to 
keep things loose. Matthews then eats with me and discusses 
the fact that JMU has lost only two home games in four years 
- not anticipating a third lass just hours later. When asked 
if his team had a curfew the night before he said, "If I have to 
set a curfew, then I've recruited the wrong guys." 
9J04 — Matthews heads through the Athletic Performance 
\^_J3knter at the southern end of Bridgeforth Stadium, giving 
a tour of the facility before heading up to the football suite. 
He stops along the way to chat with one of his secretaries 
and defensive line coach J.C. Price. The three discuss their 
anticipation for a far lower turnout of recruits than origi- 
nally expected due to the weather. 
9)22 —He quietly sits down at his desk reading various ar- 
~ les on espn.com while listening to "SportsCenter" on his 
48-inch big-screen television. His personal office overlooks 
Zane Showker Field from the second level of the APC. He 
explains that as a Texas native he reads the Dallas Morning 
News and the Houston Chronicle every morning along with 
the Richmond Times-Dispatch, the Daily News-Record, the 
Virginian-Pilot and two Washington newspapers. 
( *^ 9J47 — Coach Matthews recounts his coaching days at Mar- 
^__>nall and Georgia and compares the game-day atmospheres 
and the recruiting battles. Matthews left his assistant spot 
at Marshall in 1995 for a job at Georgia, but tells of how the 
following year Randy Moss came to play for the Thundering 
Herd and ran a 4.28 second, 40-yard dash in his first work- 
out in Huntington, W. Va. He also speaks of how one of his 
Marshall teams beat JMU in the playoffs in the early '90s in 
a battle between two teams that fought hard throughout the 
years to win over the same recruits. 
e55 — Matthews visits with Pablo Cuevas, former mem- 
r of the JMU Board of Visitors. He gives Cuevas and his 
daughter and her friend a tour of the APC, going through 
the meeting rooms, the lounges, the locker room and the 
'weight room. The ninth-year coach passes his players for 
the first time since breakfast as they are getting taped up in 
the training room. 
10J4I) — Coach meets with two more recruits 
Vjpu their mothers, focusing on the selling 
points to intrigue high school athletes. Either 
before or after meeting with the coach the 
recruits are taken on a tour of the APC by the 
assistant coach recruiting them. 
Boo — He sits down in his office with a Marshall 
yer he once coached. With about an hour left before 
ickoff Matthews put on his white game day sweater 
over his purple mock turtleneck. He also dons his sig- 
nature visor and jokes with another golfing buddy, Jeff 
Nemoytin, that his visor "makes me a great coach and 
a great putter." 
ffa 111)24 — Coach catches up with UR coaching staff \ji«l talks with a couple of injured Spider players. 
11V<4 — Matthews calls the team in for a "break 
m" motivation rally before the team goes to 
osition drills with all the other coaches. 
o — He leads the team through the last 
rin-up drills and special teams. At this 
point his game-time scowl starts to show 
as he starts to walk a little faster and pace 
through the drills. 
■H45 — He then leads the other coaches 
rck into their lounge, where they are silent- 
ly contemplating the game. 
I*-* 11)50 — Matthews goes back up to his of- 
V__jJT' with 18:00 left before the game. He 
quietly puts on his reading glasses and jots 
down some notes calling it "his cheat sheet" 
to Nemoytin, who has also been shadowing 
coach. He explains that it has coaching points 
he'll need to remind the coordinators about. 
f N 11)52 — Coach heads back downstairs to the 
\__5pJiches' lounge where his son and wide receiv- 
ers coach, Clayton Matthews, and linebackers 
coach Kyle Gillenwater are quietly mentally 
preparing. 
mWTlWWS.ptpIO 
unarowii/pim 
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FOOTBALL: JMU loses first CAA game 
LOU, fan pop 9 
and accumulated only 245 yards of total offense 
111 tin-game. 
"In the first half, [Hightower] got a little 
loose, and ran for a few more yards than we 
would have liked." senior defensive tackle John 
Baranowsky said of Hightower. "Id like to think 
we wore him down, but he's a hard runner." 
JMU junior quarterback Kodney Landers 
rushed lor-o. v.inls on sixteen carries, bat com- 
pleted only 8 of 21! pass attempts for 129 vards 
Madison didn't have a running hack with more 
than senior tailback Antoinne Bolton's 35 rush- 
ing yards. 
JMU accumulated just 256 yards of total of- 
fense against the Spiders, and lined up inside 
the Richmond 20-yard line just once in the 
game. That drive resulted in a field goal in the 
fourth quarter, and was the Dukes' last score. 
"There was just an emphasis on making sure 
we always had Landers accounted for. you know 
we had to prevent breakout plays by him," UR 
coach Dave Clawson said. "Our defensive coor- 
dinator Russ linesman deserves a lot of credit 
for the job that he's done with a very young de- 
fense." 
Madison went into halftime down 17-7. after 
l-anders completed a 61-yard touchdown pass 
to sophomore receiver Bosco Williams with 16 
seconds left in the period The play was J Mil's 
only touchdown in the" game 
"Coming into this game, we didn't have 
enough receivers to even practice." Mai- 
thews said. "I think we could have put the two 
[practice] learns together last week and we 
wouldn't have enough receivers to have one 
football practice. I think we had two health) 
receivers last week." 
Down 17-13, Landers found a wide open 
Williams for a 29-yard completion at the UR 
24-yard line halfway through the fourth quar- 
ter. A third-down pass to sophomore receiver 
Ray Brown was ruled incomplete as he fell to 
the ground, and JMU was forced to kick a field 
goal. Stannard made the 36-yard attempt, and 
JMU trailed 17-16. 
JMU was called for an illegal procedure 
penalty on the kickoff and Richmond returned 
the Dukes' second try to the UR 39-yard line. 
Madison stopped the Spiders at the JMU 46- 
yard line on the ensuing drive, and Richmond 
punted to Madison with 2:38 left in the game. 
Landers led JMU to the Richmond 44-yard 
line in the comeback drive, but UR senior safelv 
Stephen Howell intercepted Rodney lenders' 
pass with 58 seconds left in the fourth quarter. 
The 6-foot-i Howell elevated above 5-foot-7 
Bolton in a disastrous mismatch of heights. 
"The corner went with the receiver and the 
MWy went with me." Bolton said. "Because 
I was running full speed, trying to retrack my 
■fen no matter how tall you are, that's gonna 
be hard." 
Coach Matthews did not make Landers 
available to the media following the game. With 
his 8-22 performance. Ijnders fell from first to 
third in CAA pass completion percentage. 
Madison travels to Newark. Del. on Satur- 
day to play the CAA's second-ranked scoring 
offense. Delaware averages 39.5 points a game, 
and beat Football Bowl Subdivision opponent 
Navy on Saturday. 59-52. Delaware's stadium 
capacity of 22,000 is the mast in the CAA. and 
the environment is sure to be hostile. 
MATTHEWS: Shadowing the coach 
s MAmKWS, from pay 9 
■i:$7 — He enters the locker room 
jvbere the players are sitting quietly, 
some blaring rap music from their 
headphones. Matthews paces through 
the room, running his fingers through 
his hair and breathing heavily before he 
calls up the captains. 
The now fiery coach calls everyone to 
the center of the room to remind them 
of kickoff coverage assignments. As 
they collectively take a knee and grab 
hands Matthews explodes in emotion 
screaming that he. "doesn't want to see 
not one of their guys dancing on that 
field for the next three hours." He says 
this alluding to the homecoming game 
two years ago that Richmond won. They 
follow this with the Lord's Prayer and 
march through the smoke and tunnel 
out onto the field. 
Field Hockey finishes season strong 
(i^5 !P5 — Coach paces the sideline be- Vjoj* JMU is to receive the opening kick- 
off. He puts on his headset and takes a 
quick look at his "cheat sheet." 
Game Clock 
Following a 3-0 first quarter deficit Mat- 
thews spends time talking with run- 
ning backs coach Ulrick Edmonds about 
changes on offense. 
Hit •ighlfHinM Jomti Madison 
field hodcey (Mm improved its 
word to 16-3 arMi 1 JO win it 
northeastern on fridoy. Dw victory 
•mi H« third straight shutout lor 
JMU ond its lost itoulor seoson 
gome 
Ihi Colonial Alhletii Association 
lournomenl starts Nov. I ot Virginia 
leodi Vo Madison ■iH play its first 
gome Nov. 3 against the winner of 
me ,ome between me Ho 3 ond Ko 
i seads Madison secured a bye vrith 
me do ?seed 
tfSSWutm/aMHbM.,)hiletrajh. 
Coach is composed although his team is 
down 10-0. His first sign of aggravation 
shows just minutes later when senior 
linebacker Adam Ford almost doesn't 
make it on the field for his punt team 
assignment. 
Although his team escaped the half only 
down 10 after Boscoe Williams' touch- 
down reception from Landers, Matthews 
frustrations from the sloppy half boil 
over. Before any adjustments are dis- 
cussed he reiterates how badly his team 
is playing with a number of expletives 
that clearly get the players' attention. 
Matthews is calm during the quarter, 
mainly conversing with  coordinators 
1 
Follow thi signs 
to a great career 
at Enist&Young 
though his headset. 
JMU gets the game within in one point at 
17-16 on junior Dave Stannard's third field 
goal of the half. Matthews reminds the 
kickoff team to stay in its lanes and play 
smart coverage. 
Linden throws an interception as JMU is 
driving in Richmond territory, as he looks 
downfield for Bolton, the team's shortest 
player. Matthews takes off his headset and 
paces down the field with a lost look on his 
face. 
With no time left on the clock and the score 
17-16 in Richmond's favor, senior Hassan 
Abdul-Wahid and a teammate attempt to 
walk straight to the locker room. Matthew, 
and his staff order the team to shake hands 
with its opponents. 
ual time 
1— Matthews delivers a passionate 
^.'-game speech venting his frustrations 
with the team. He reminds the team of 
how "bad" they've been playing and how 
they "shouldn't even be sore right now" 
after their effort. He threatened to hold a 
full practice on Sunday including a scrim- 
mage. 
fMJJJ— He does an audio interview with 
SV in the weight room and continues 
to explain his team's inabilities, but in a 
more composed manner. 
}— Matthews does his post-game 
j>ress conference after his players are fin- 
ished talking. "I thought we played hor- 
rible, I thought it was as bad as we played 
in nine years. I really thought we played as 
bad as we could play." 
After Rodney Landers' arguably worst 
performance of the season, Matthews is 
asked if his quarterback not being inter- 
viewed is his decision or Landers'. 
"He's off limits, my choice." 
After the press conference the disgruntled 
and exhausted coach says, "I'm done," when 
asked if he can be shadowed any longer. 
Trying to decide which way to take your career? 
At Ernst & Young, you'll gain invaluable experience 
delivering quality services to world-class clients. 
And with each new challenge, you'll take another 
step towards a great future. So join a team where 
all signs point to your growth and success... and keep 
moving in the right direction. 
Visit us at ey.com/us/careers and our 
Facebook.com group. 
FORTUNE' 
COMPANIES 5 
TO WORK FOR S 
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Luray Caverns offers unique Valley experience 
BYSEAH VOUNGBERG 
stall writer 
Twenty-five minutes north of JMU in the charming little 
town of Luray lies a 400 million-year-old secret: Luray Cav- 
erns, a natural phenomenon that no human had laid eyes on 
until a little over century ago. 
Almost 130 years ago, four men went out searching to find 
what they believed to be a small underground cave. Armed 
with nothing more than their bare hands, a candle and hopes 
of a discovery they stumbled upon the largest series of caverns 
the eastern U.S.. 
For several decades disputes over rightful ownership of the 
land encompassed Luray Caverns but in 1905 the Luray Cav- 
erns Corporation bought the land and remain owners to this 
day. 
In 1974 the National Park Service and the Department of 
the Interior designated Luray Caverns a national landmark. 
They proclaimed that, "the site possessed exceptional value as 
an illustration of the Nation's natural heritage and contributed 
to a better understanding of man's anvbonmeDl 
Now, well over a century since its discovery Luray Caverns 
attracts more than 500,000 tourists a year. People travel from 
all over North America and the globe to sec what National Geo- 
graphic refers to as a "fairyland in stone." 
Brian Richards, an 18-year-old veteran tour guide, says 
that he gets tourists, "from all over the world, including Japan, 
Russia, Korea, the United Kingdom and even China." 
On the mile-and-a-quarter long journey down below the 
earth's surface one will is able to observe an innumerable 
amount of natural creations, including the world's largest 
musical instrument, a gigantic wooly mammoth and 'Dream 
Lake,' along with thousands of other formations. 
"It's amazing, it's unreal, it looks so fake," said Dcnisc Gamer 
who was making her first trip back to the Caverns in fifteen years. 
Garner's boyfriend Roger Mitchell was a boy the last time 
he made the trip to the caverns, "I came with my parents about 
thirty-nine years ago," he said. 
The couple came together because they "wanted to see it 
.1^ .ulults." said Garner. "It's just as amazing and beautiful as I 
remembered it," added Mitchell. 
The hour-long tours cost $19 and begin each day at 9 a.m. 
and run through 6 p.m. until Oct. 31 and 4 p.m. beginning 
Nov. I, 
'Real World' stars urge students to vote 
MTV, UPB team up to spark discussion, interest in upcoming presidential election 
BY WHIITEN hUHER 
(oittributmg wtrtet 
"Real World" stars Jose Tapia and Robin Hibbard visited 
JMU Thursday for a "Rock the Vote' event in the Festival Ball- 
room. 
Tapia. from the Key West season, and Hibbard, from the San 
Diego season of MTVs hit realitv show, came to get JMU stu- 
lose Tapia who starred on "Real World,' diuusses the importance of voting Thursday 
dents fired up about voting. 
But despite the celebrity of the guests, the event was low key 
and the room was not packed. 
This lent a relaxed atmosphere to the gathering, allowing 
students to speak freely on both current events and longstand- 
ing issues. 
They did a good job getting Ihe crowd involved." sophomore 
Meghan Haug said. "I just wish more people came." 
Tapia and Hibbard went through a rundown of the hot topics 
of the 2008 election, including abortion, same sex marriage 
and the ubiquitous issue of the Iraq war. 
"What are we fighting for?" Tapia said, encouraging a 
more thoughtful examination of the hot-button issue 
Sarah Weilzel, sophomore and president of the JMU-Har- 
risonburg chapter of the National Organization for Women, 
was impressed with Tapia and Hibbard. 
"I had no idea (what to expect], but I'm really glad that 
it was a discussion.   Ueiizel said.  "I'm glad that we talked 
about some controversial issues." 
The main goal of the night - and of the program itself 
- was to spark discussion and an interest in the upcoming 
eleehon 
"How many of you guys think that Social Security 
will be around when we need it?" Hibbard said, illus- 
trating how the politics of today will shape student- 
lives tomorrow. 
"Rock the Vote" also presented students a ke> lUtU- 
tic on voting. In the 2004 presidential election, only 47 
percent of 18-24 year olds voted (up 11 percent from the 
2000 election). In light of this, Tapia said, some of the 
major candidates have visited high profile LA. night- 
clubs, seeking to connect with a bloc of voters with a po- 
tentially massive influence. 
UPB President senior Allison Beisler was pleased with 
how the evening went. "I'm glad that a lot of students got 
to participate and got their voices heard," Beisler said. "I 
think it's really important, being in college, that we share 
what our thoughts are in making a difference in the com- 
munity." 
"I feel like 'Rock the Vote' is a good thing," senior Ryan 
Katz said. "Because like they said, a lot of our age group 
doesn't vote, and that's a shame." 
Thursday night's event came months before the puma 
ries, when the campaign cycle kicks into high gear. With 08 
touted as a "billion dollar election." which means candidates 
need to raise more then ever to simply stay in the race, the 
si.ikes ire higher than ever before. 
The main focus of "Rock the Vote" is not on the polls and 
poBtJOtl maneuvering; rather, it is on ,uti\e. iti/eiislupand a 
concern for the future 
"As cliche as it may sound, we are the future," Tapia said. 
Our demographic is huge, and our voice needs to he heard." 
CHECKITOUT 
Virginia 
Tech Benefit 
Concert 
Wednesday night, local bonds Skies Over Saturn and Annie's Tragedy, 
as well as Virginia Tech band The Season will put on a benefit concert 
in support of the Virginia Tech community. While the concert takes 
place from 7 p.m. - midnight, other entertainment events, including 
a performance by JMU's breakdonce club, will take place from 1-6 
p.m. in the Festival (enter Ballroom. Tickets are $5. 
'SAW'saga continues 
to bring fear, gore 
Jigsaw is back with tricks in fourth movie 
BYJUSTIN THURMOND 
ItoH whltr 
SAW IV 
**** 
Starring Lyriq 
lOBti Dannie 
Wahlherg 
It's Halloween that means it's time for the next Install 
men! of the popular "SAW" series. After Ihe success of the first 
movie many people didn't think they could do it again. However, 
with four movies out so far and two more already announced it 
looks like "SAW will be around for quite some time 
"SAW IV" begins with a signature trap/death scene just 
like the previous three Shorth after the 
first scene of blood and gore, the story 
begins with SWAT team member Rigg 
(played by Lyriq Bent) who is one of 
the few actors that have heen in .ill four 
movies. After the death of Kerri (played 
by Dina Meyer) in the last installment he 
tries desperately 10 find her and his e\ 
partner Kric Mathews (played by Don- 
nie Wahlberg) who went missing .it the eod Of the second 
movie. He finds that he is still alive hut has to go through 
Jigsaw's puzzles and games to find him However, the only 
problem is that Jigsaw is dead. 
Trie "SAW" franchise is successful because of its gruesome 
death traps and puzzles and its shocking twists, uul ends s \\\ 
IV" provides just that. Although Jigsaw (still played by Tobin 
Beuj is deed when the movie starts, and yea, be hi definitely 
dead, the movie still delivers the goods. Its really no problem 
that the main star is dead because, like the others, most of tin 
movie is flashbacks, and Jigsaw gets Ihe most screen time. 
Veteran SAW' director Harren Lynn Bousmau ("SAW II, 
III") has returned for another go around of bloody games and 
twisted puzzles. With each movie it gets harder and hard rtO 
shock and surprise the audience, but so far Bousman has lived 
up to the "SAW" name and delivered new and unimaginable 
scenes of horror that will stay in the back of the audience's 
mind for quite some time. 
Let's face it though, eventual!) the series is going to have 
to end. Are the movies getting more absurdly gruesome' Ym 
Are the movies getting more confusing? Yes But are tliey bet- 
ter than other horror movies that HoQyvrood puts oat? feel 
As long as characters from the first continue to come back 
then will be more stories to tell Unfortunately with each 
movie comes the death of the founding characters, and after 
they're all gone the franchise won't be able to impress and 
surprise the audience, because eventually they'll stop caring. 
At the end you'll lx' left with Jigsaw dead, and a brand new 
killer that emerges out of a traditional end-of-the-movie twist. 
'Everyman' 
Theatre II, JMU's experimental theater, presents "Ev- 
eryman" this week. The show runs Oct. 30 - Nov. 3 at 
8 p.m., with a matinee at 3 p.m. on Nov. 3. Tickets can 
be purchosed today from 47p.m. at Theatre II or at the 
door for S3. 
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HOMECOMING HALFTIME SHOW 
MMSMMhlMfci 
The Matching Royal Dukes pttfotm 'tmy UlHe Thing She Don Is Mogic' by Dw Police during the Mftime show ol Saturday's 
football gome the Hieme »os dossk rode ond othot songs performed mre 'Come Soil Away" and "Mi Robolo' by Slyx. 
Want to write for 
e-mail us at breezearts@gmail.com! 
China 
Study Abroad 
Summer 2008 
Choose from these three programs: 
1. Exploring Layers of China (5 weeks) 
»   2. Chinese Culture Studies (7 weeks) 
3. Chinese Business Studies Minor (11 weeks) 
Enjoy China's natural beauty and learn about its history, 
culture, geography, economy, and business opportunities! 
Application Deadline: November 15th 
Dr. E.D. Hirsch 
Coming to JMt 
Oct. 29 & 30,2007 
Author of Cultural Literacy, The Schools 
We Need and Why We Don't Have Them, 
and The Knowledge Deficit, Dr. Hirsch is 
a leading figure in contemporary 
practice in American education. 
Visiting Scholar Address: 
"The Two Achievement Gaps and 
How to Narrow Them" 
HHS1302 - Oct. 29-7 PM 
O and A Session with 
JMU Students 
Memorial Hall Forum -- Oct. 30-10:30 
"If we did what E.D. Hirsch said, and made sure 
that all students, regardless of race, income, or 
neighborhood, were exposed to a rich, 
challenging, sequenced curriculum in 
important subjects, schools could make a 
much bigger difference than they already do." 
— Ed McElroy, president, 
American Federation of Teachers 
More information on 
E.D. Hirsch's visit is 
available at the College 
of Education Homepage: 
http://welcome.coe.jmu.edij/ 
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New movie takes a look at the facts of   Dumbledore outed by 
the 'over-mythologized' life of Cobain    Rowling during tour 
Schnack's documentary 
reveals secrets of late 
Nirvana singer's short life 
BY ANN HORNADAY 
IMMtaftoita 
It's hard to believe that a film could be 
made about Kurt Cobain that would have 
something of value to add to his already over- 
mythologized life and death, but "Kurt Cobain 
About a Son" is just that film, as important for 
what it reveals about a seminal and grievously 
misunderstood artist as for how it rejuvenates 
the moribund rock documentary form. 
A.I Sc lin.uk. working with 25 hours of 
interviews conducted in 1992 and 1993 by 
Michael Azerrad for his Nirvana book Come 
as You Are: The Story of Nirvana, has made 
something beautiful, poetic and honest in 
"Kurt Cobain About a Son," a film narrated 
by Cobain himself as he shares with Azerrad 
his happy years growing up in Aberdeen, 
Wash.; his natural affinity for art and music; 
his early ambition (and abiding love for the 
slick pop hook); and finally the paralyzing 
stomach pain that he claimed drove him to 
self-medication with heroin. 
Continually throughout these candid, often 
lively, sometimes feisty monologues, Cobain 
returns to the primal wound of his life: his par- 
ents' divorce when he was 8, which brought his 
childhood idyll to a sudden and searing end. 
As Cobain speaks, gorgeous images of 
Aberdeen — as well as Olympia and Seattle, 
where Cobain eventually lived — play across 
the screen, accompanied by the musk that in- 
fluenced him (Queen played a surprising early 
role). Schnack's most inspired choice, and the 
decision that vaults "Kurt Cobain About a 
Son" into the realm of art, is never to feature 
an image of Cobain, or one of Nirvana's songs, 
to go with the narration, resulting in a densely 
layered evocation of the man speaking rather 
than a dull, on-the-nose illustration. 
In addition to breathtaking footage of urban 
and rural landscapes, cinematotrapher Wyatt 
Troll, working entirely in 35mm film (and with 
some line-drawing animation thrown in), cap- 
tures quiet, meditative portraits of the area's 
inhabitants, who seem unconsciously to reflect 
Cobain's own changes as he grew from a self- 
imagined "alien" and "geek" to uneasy hipster 
and misanthropic superstar. 
Schnack's narrative approach - at once 
literal and oblique — achieves the nearly im- 
possible feat of adding something genuinely 
new to a story that could easily have been lost 
in a haze of talking heads and hagiography 
(Schnack's more straight-ahead, previous film 
was "Gigantic: A Tale of Two Johns," about 
the New York duo They Might Be Giants.) 
We know too well how Kurt Cobain's 
story ends. For its part, the film finishes on 
a heartbreaking note, as Azerrad and Cobain 
sign off with an offhanded "see ya later" and 
we finally see the images of the man we've 
gotten to know, all the more startling for 
their subtle timing. 
But what's memorable about this remark- 
able film is all that's gone before, especially 
in its demystification of the idea of Cobain 
as a tortured artist. What becomes clear in 
his own reminiscences is how ambitious, fo- 
cused and self-directed he was from the time 
he heard his first Beatles album and decided 
to become a rock star. 
The fact that his dream came true is 
no accident: It was the result of the kind 
of unromantic hard work that is so of- 
ten obscured by artistic biography. While 
"Kurt Cobain About a Son" goes a long 
way toward setting that and other mat- 
ters straight, it succeeds just as much as an 
artistic experiment — the film equivalent 
of bricolage — that is exponentially more 
vivid and absorbing than the garden-vari- 
ety rock-doc or biopic. "Kurt Cobain About 
a Son" is a must for anyone who still loves 
Cobain, or harbors hope for the future of 
documentary portraiture. 
IY EMMA UFVERGftEN 
MoutchuKth Doily Collegian 
AMHERST. Mass. - J.K. 
Rowling, author of the Harry 
Potter series, outed the head- 
master of Hogwarts School of 
Witchcraft and Wizardry to 
an audience of raptly ittentiva 
public school siudrnts at Carn- 
egie Hall in New York City dur- 
ing the final event of her book 
tour this past Friday night 
Among the numerous ques- 
tions fired at Rowling from the 
eager crowd following the read- 
ing, one was whether Duinb- 
ledore had ever been in love. 
"Dumbledore is gay. actual- 
ly," Rowling said to the stunned 
listeners, according to one News- 
week reporter. Her announce- 
ment confirmed rumors that 
have been flying around for some 
time; Dumblcdorc's sexuality has 
been the center of heated debate 
and speculation among bloggers 
and fan site frequenters 
Following the uproarious 
response to the news, Rowling 
continued to explain that, in her 
mind, the Hogwarts headmas- 
ter had engaged in a love affair 
with Gellert Grindelwald, who 
appears in the final book as the 
Diirk Wizard l/ird Voldemort's 
fcmramar. The book described 
the long-past battle of good and 
evil between Dumbledore and 
Grindelwald. but also hinted 
at a more tender relationship 
between the two. Now it seems 
that there was more to it than 
wand flicks and incantations. 
The series, which has been 
under the scrutiny of parents 
and religious groups alike for 
its alleged support of witch- 
craft, may now be even further 
scrutinized after this surprising 
revelation. However, after sell- 
ing a record 11 million copies 
within twenty-four hours of its 
release in July 2007, it is doubt- 
ful that those who censure the 
series will ever bolster enough 
support to stifle the craze. 
The tour continued to New 
OriWM on Thursday, culmi- 
nating in two appearances in 
New York on Friday, one of 
which was the only opportunity 
for fans of all ages to attend. 
The other* three events were, 
much to the dismay of adults, 
for schoolchildren onlv. 
EAMESS 
Haunted Cave 
Endless Caverns Is turning Into Endless 
Haunted Caverns! On the dates of 
October 26th - 31 st, we will transform our 
beautiful caverns Into a haunted cave! 
Come join the fun and be 
prepared to be scaredl This Is only for a 
limited time, so don't miss out! Haunted 
tours are scheduled from 600p.m. to 
10:00p.m. visit our website at 
www.endlesscavems.com for directons. 
I $1Q per Ticket 
For more Information call 540496-2283 
Pain khjury Clinic 
M*B's Degree ki Spats Meire 
Dipbiufc Amman Aademy & Pm Mawpral 
IhropwteftMKHi 
"freatmint of ltd, tfici, Mused and Joint fain 
'Specializing in Chronic and Difficult Cans 
'Incorporating a Variity ofjUtrajiiis aV Tickniauis 
'fast, Ijfectivt Tain 'Resolution 
'Covered 6y Most Insurance flans 
Harrisonburg     „ .. . . „.      .Staunton 
(540)442-8588 735 E. Market SL (540)885-3357 
^pfi^k 
• Difficult Cases & Second Opinions 
• Dentistry, Surgery, Cadiology, 
Orthopedic, Neurology & Cancer Treatment 
• Drop Off Care & New Clients Welcome 
•Boarding& Grooming 
(540)433-VETS(838- 
Convenient to JML' 
498 University Blvd 
ACTON Pram Codec 
Be part of th 
egacy 
The Bluestone 2008 
Yearbook Class Photos 
Underclassmen $5/Seniors $8 
This week is your last chance! 
Monday, October 29:12 p.m. - 5 p.m., Transitions 
Tuesday, October 30: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Taylor 405 
Wednesday, October 31: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Transitions 
Thursday, November 1:9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Transitions 
Friday, November 2:9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Transitions 
i >.».-. ii^rf*if rr * • • rrrt • 
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NOVEMBER 28 
Wilson Hall Auditorium 
James Madison University 
Show at 8pm | Doors at 7pm 
TICKETS ON SALE NOVEMBER 5 
8 am at Warren Hall 
This show has reserved seats, so get your tickets early! 
$15 JMU Student*        $25 Public 
$20 JMU Students at the door 
>j"gv "     University Program Board »w»  •   u i  rr yiuin o iirci . .  . }1V       James Madison University       nttD!//U DD-jmU .eClU w JfWi 
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT JMU'S WARREN BOX OFFICE, PLAN 9 JllfShSrilSIL 
IN HARRISONBURG/VA OR ONLINE AT HTTP7/UPB.JMU.EDU/. 
Student prices only available at the Warren Box Office. Limit of 2 discount tickets per student. 
[tomes for Sale ^      (For Sale "S 
I Lookini foe housing I CM Old Dutnin 
I ion Really for all of >out housing 
I needs. Penn Laird (Crossroads Plau 
I Oflicel 340-4.1.1-2 10*. Ihnlwhw| 
I540-433-2454. Broadway 540-896- 
15233 
FOR SAI.H Manassullrn Resort, hagle 
Trace lime share, floating hXD week 
S2kOBO Details lingbertiniece.org 
BLACK HONDA CIVIC EX «H gieal 
condition, 97k miles, manual.Call Dan 
(70.!|.i28-5752 
www.lhebreeze.org 
Monday, October 29, 2007 I 15 
SHF.NANDOAH VALLEY EARLY 
learning Center. PAI help needed pre- 
school class rooms Ages 2 yrs - grade 
K and afler scfHKil program. Call 438- 
1234 Center Hours 7 a m to 6pm 
Uiokmg tor part time and full time 
employees lo work with individuals 
hasing disabilities Interested parties 
please call 432 MM 
£*»—»)     IHdpW^     ^Senrlces] 
I Five, Six. Seven and hight bedroom 
I houses for next year (540) 568-3068 
I SHARE HOUSE IN MASSANDT- 
I TEN 350/ month own bedroom, bail. 
I room (540) 289 4745 
I HUNTER'S RIDGE TOWNHOUSE 
Tenants wanted for next year (08 09 
I school  \r)  to  rent  privately-owned 
I tuwnhou.se in Hunter* Ridge. Cor- 
net unit, 4 bedrooms, new appliances, 
j great location, re upholstered chairs 
I and couches, double bed*, parking in 
eluded, ample visitor parking. Clean, 
female tenants for last 4 years $315/ 
j month for4 tenants. S385/month for 3 
I tentams (all 401 714-8505 or email 
[ carbonljtSjmu edu 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM APART 
1
 MENT Great loca1ion, almost new, 
washer/dryer, dishwasher. AC. no 
! pete.Available 11/1,(540)433-1569 
M< (NEGATE AIM Avail Dec 2007! 
| M/F RentNeg (757)813-0046 
I KOOMATb NEEDED FOR 
I SPRING 08 Someone to take over my 
I lease in Spring of 08. It's in Hunter's 
j Ridge and it's $250 a month. (757) 
I 509-9596 
J SQUIRE HILL SPRING 2008 sub 
lease, one bedroom available. $365 
[ (540)273-831 
HOUSE 4 bedrooms. 3 baths. 2 kitch- 
'. ens, fenced yard, off street parking. 
I 805 Country Club Rd   $1450   Also 
TOWNHOUSE. 3 bedrooms, next to 
j campus, furnished $975 (540) 433- 
■ 2221 
IBARTEND1NG! $250/Da> Potential 
No Experience Necessary Training 
Available (800)965-6520XT2I2 
LEARN TO BARTEND job placement 
payment plans jiggcrsbartendingschoo 
Ifchotmail com (540)671 1202 
ATTENTION        ALL       DJ'S 
Disc Jockey needed for local 
club Please submit resume to 
VAMIXMASTERSfcCOMCAST 
NET 
INTERNS NEEDED from the School 
of Media Arts & Design Graphic 
Design. Web Development, and Digi- 
tal Video ( must have completed or 
enrolled in SMAI) 302 and 303 for 
the digital video position! send 01 
wondiamu gmail com 
RESIDENTIAL REHAB ThOiM 
C1AN likeview Virginia NeuroCare 
is hiring for weekend daylight and 
overnight and fill-in day. evening 
and nighl shifts to work in our Wcy- 
ers Cave residential home, II miles 
from campus. Great job for students n 
while residents are sleeping you can be 
studying and earning a great paycheck 
Experience with residential or assisted 
living programs preferred Medication 
management certification or CNA a 
plus. Valid VA driver's license, good 
driving record, high school diploma or 
GED. criminal background check, prc- 
cmployment physical and drug testing 
is mandatory Good starling salary 
EOF Mail or fax resume to: Program 
Administrator 1I0I-B East High St 
Charlottesville. VA 22902 Fan: 434- 
293 2041 (434)984-5218 
ENTREPRENEUR'S WANTED Are 
you ready to make some $$$$'' Direct 
sales of video email program Work 
your own hours For more information 
WMI v. ww \,dci>cm..il>A.ivc com or 
email sieve'" vidcoemailwave com 
Violin, bass, cello repair Strings and 
accessories Call Glen at 434-5455 
[ Travel ] 
SKYDIVB. One Day First Jump from 
13.500. GIFT CERIIFICATES! Com- 
plete information is on www.skydiseo 
range mm (540) 943-6587 
SPRING   BREAK   2008   Sell  Trips, 
Earn Cash and Go Free (all lor group 
discounts   Best deals guaranteed' Info/ 
ResenatHMis 80O-648-4K4M 
www slstravel com 
JMU SPRING BREAK! 
4 & 7 night trips. Urn prices guaran 
teed Group discounts for 8+ Book 
20 people, get 3 free trips! Campus 
reps needed 
www SludentCity.com 
or 800-293-1445 
LOBSTER 
DINNER* 
■Just kidding. Advertise with the Breeze. 
540.568.6127 
bring us your ideas 
IAMAICA SPRING 
BREAK 2008 
Reach new heights 
THE JAMAICA MUSIC 
FESTIVAL FEATURING 
ARTISTS SUCH AS: 
SHAGGY. BEENIE MAN 
and much, much mare! 
Concert Dates March 3rd 
lOlh 17th* J4th 
Book Your Trip Today! Contact: 
S3C   ^W- 
U00 648 4IU9 1J00 426.7710 
RMML-^J 
Wake 'II B a rice 
Spring Break 'OS 
•raartli* a 
small BTMifi 
a Trml Fr«*t 
ItH ■•"! •   •••• ■ma —■■»■ 
www.suniplasniourt.cotn 
I.KOO. »16.// IO   j 
The Breeze 
A tradition 
since 1932 
Works1 TheBreeze 
Specialty Salesperson 
-looking for an outgoing, 
hard-working individual 
-Great experience! 
-paid by commission 
-20 hrs/wk 
Apply online at joblink.jmu.edu 
call 540.568.6127 for more info 
^Only The Breeze has 
Plrtt and M 
Are you a Harrisonburg business 
that accepts FLEX? 
The Breeze has got 
something for you! 
WHAT: Full-color back page 
FLEX ads 
WHEN: 11/5 and 12/3 only! 
COST: $125 
(standard price= $372!) 
Limited spots left! 
Schedule yours today 
540.568.6127 
iThe Breeze 
The Breeze 
is Hiring 
Graphic Designer ■ 
must be proficient in Adobe _ 
great experience! 
, 10 hrs/wk, hourly pay I 
apply and see job description at 
http://joblink.jmu.edu 
5 HmiN6 FOR Sa SEASON 2007/2008 December through March Massanutten Resort 
Now taking applications for Lift Attendants, Tubing Park 
Attendants. Rental Shop Attendants. Expierenced 
Ski. Snowboard Repair Techs, Instructors. Snowmakcrs. 
Cashiers, Retail Associates and Telephone Operators. Hiring 
for day, night, full-time, pan-time and weekends 
SKI FREE 
I Kl I Mid-week & night skiing, rental equipment and 
lessons with a 20 hour per week work schedule 
Slop by the Ski Office M-F, 9:00am - 4:30pm 
to fill out an application or apply online at 
www. massresortjobs. com 
For More Information: 
289-4954 _iLt 
OR 
800-207-MASS 
\l s.s'.WH II \ 
16 ! Monday, October 29, 2007  www.thebreeze.org   The Breeze 
Check out the answers to 
today's puzzle at 
thebreeze.org 
just down the road in downtown Staunton, Va. 
Thursday nights are 
for students during the months of Oct. & Nov , 
2007. $10 Student Ru$h*oll other days. 
hoi show your current ichaal ID or doss schedule a the box office 
and pict up tickets on hour before ihe ihow No reservations 
www.americanshakespearecenter.com 
877.MUCH.ADO 
■•"-■i.*!.- atn> bt ueari - urtf-nthV- -t* a». o*m oeV a aVx.*  '—  | - -^|-M C  I I»**L 
BOMBAY COURTYARD 
Indian Cuisine 
BOMBAY COURTYARD 
Indian < „,.,„, 
10% Off 
with student I.D. 
I SU S. Maie Si. I  oi>< ,n ,„,!,,,.. .,i, „,i 
442-7l«6 US or 20S off Kind ou! how!    "<—odTlmi II/J0V07 
Results of the 
online poll: 
Should outside 
groups be able to 
speak freely on 
the commons? 
Absolutely - speak away 
-69 
It depends on the 
appropriateness of their 
speech - 48 
We should limit this 
privilege to members of 
the JMU community - 33 
No one should speak on 
the commons - 7 
Total votes: 157 
The Next Poll Question: 
What are your plans 
for Halloween? 
Vote at thebreeze.org 
Sudoku 
3 1 6 
8 5 
2 9 1 
1 8 
4 5 7 9 
9 6 
1 3 2 
6 8 
2 5 3 
Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and 
each of the three-by-three squares, each number 
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way 
to fill in the grid. 
Difficulty: * * * # # 
© 2007 Philip Riley and Laura Taalman 
The Spats 
brainfreezepuzzles.com 
by Jeff Pickering 
WllKWv 
Visit •     • 
KIIX.I :ured in the 
inning Community 
■'* V-* 
■■■m^BBBHB 
Best Interior, Best Exterior, Best Overall - Division 1 
.♦. 
Willow Ridge, Harrisonburg's award-winning community introduces 
Brand New Single Family Homes and Villas 
The Summit at Willow Ridge 
Developed with city conveniences & suburban serenity 
in mind for 
JMU faculty & staff! 
• open floor plans • great rooms • spacious kitchens 
• three or four bedroom floor plans with luxurious master suites 
• beautiful landscaping tailored for each lot setting 
• covered front porches • two-car garages 
• some with walk-out basements 
The James at Willow Ridge (left) 
The Madison at Willow Ridge (right) 
**3, . 
2007 
Parade of Homes 
